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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

--------------------------------------------------------X 
PERIRX, INC., a Pennsylvania  
corporation, f/k/a PERIRX, LLC, a 
Pennsylvania Limited Liability Company, 
       Civil Case No.: 20-cv-2212-JDW 
  Plaintiff, 
 
 vs.      FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 
 
THE REGENTS UNIVERSITY OF  
CALIFORNIA, a California corporation,  
EZ LIFE BIO, INC., a California corporation, 
ARURAS HOLDINGS, LLC, a Nevada Limited  
Liability Company, DAVID T. WONG, D.M.D., 
D.M.Sc., an individual, and RNAMETRIX, INC.,  
a Delaware corporation, 
 
  Defendants. 
----------------------------------------------------------X 
 Plaintiff, PeriRx, Inc. (“PeriRx”), by and through its attorneys, Harras Bloom & Archer 

LLP, upon its knowledge and belief, and as against The Regents University of California 

(“UCLA”), EZ Life Bio, Inc. (“EZLife Bio”), Aruras Holdings, LLC (“Aruras”), David T. 

Wong, D.M.D., D.M.Sc. (“Wong”), and RNAmeTRIX, Inc. (“RNA”) (UCLA, Wong and RNA, 

collectively, the “UCLA Defendants” and all, collectively, the “Defendants”), alleges as follows: 

THE PARTIES 

1. Plaintiff PeriRx is a Pennsylvania corporation with its principal place of business  

located at 1717 West Chester Pike, Havertown, PA 19083. 

2. Defendant UCLA is a California corporation with its corporate office located at 1111  

Franklin Street, Oakland, California 94607-5200. 

3. Defendant EZLife Bio is a California corporation with, upon information and belief, a  
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principal place of business located at 21250 Califa Street, Suite 101, Woodland Hills, CA 

913671. 

4. Defendant Aruras is a Nevada limited liability company with a registered agent  

address of 701 S. Carson Street, Suite 200, Carson City, Nevada 89701.2 

5. Defendant Wong is an individual who, upon information and belief, resides at 120  

South Clark Drive, Beverly Hills, CA 90211.3 

6. Defendant RNA is a Delaware corporation with its principal place of business located  

at 9190 Olympic Boulevard, Suite 308, Beverly Hills, California 91212. 

JURISDICITON AND VENUE 

7. This Court has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1332 because  

there is complete diversity between the parties and the amount in controversy exceeds $75,000 

exclusive of interest. 

8. Venue in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania is proper pursuant to 28 U.S.C.              

§ 1391(b)(2) because a substantial portion of the events, acts and/or omissions giving rise to the 

claims in the instant Complaint occurred in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.4 

BACKGROUND AND RELEVANT HISTORY 

A. Discussions between PeriRx and Wong 

9. PeriRx was founded in 2008 to research, innovate, develop and ultimately  

commercialize and bring to market novel therapeutics and medical devices focused on early 

detection and/or diagnosis of a myriad of conditions affecting the human body, including but not 

limited to certain types of cancer, diabetes, and potentially infectious diseases. 

 
1 EzLife Bio was dismissed from the case by Order of this Court dated November 19, 2020. 
2 This case was voluntarily discontinued against Aruras on June 25, 2020. 
3 Wong, individually, was dismissed from the case by Order of this Court dated December 3, 2020. 
4 UCLA and RNA have consented to venue in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. 
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10. PeriRx develops and commercializes diagnostic technology to assist health care  

professionals and their patients in monitoring and improving their health.  

11. In or around 2010, PeriRx, through CEO Stephen Swanick (“Mr. Swanick”), Dr.  

Jack Martin (“Dr. Martin”), and others, entered into a series of discussions and negotiations with 

Wong whereby PeriRx would work jointly with Wong to develop and commercialize certain 

diagnostic technologies. 

12. During these early negotiations, Wong touted his credentials as a highly respected  

professor and researcher with UCLA, including but not limited to the fact that Wong had, to that 

date, received tens of millions of dollars in funding from government organizations like the 

National Institute of Health (“NIH”) and the National Cancer Institute to fund his various 

ongoing research operations. 

13. Wong and PeriRx discussed the fact that Wong, as a professor at UCLA, had  

researched and patented, or was in the process of patenting, several items relating to, among 

other things, salivary biomarkers for human oral cancer, salivary biomarkers for lung cancer and 

high specificity and high sensitivity detection based on electrochemical coupling, steric 

hindrance, enzyme-related signal amplification and probe immobilization on polymers. 

14. By the end of 2010, PeriRx and Wong were working towards an agreement, though it  

was understood that the technology that PeriRx wished to license actually belonged to UCLA, 

who was the holder of the patents, not Wong himself. 

15. It was clear from negotiations with Wong that Wong was looking for an entity to (i)  

develop the technology in relevant UCLA patents, as well as any patents that were filed by RNA, 

relating to the manufacture, use and sale of saliva-based diagnostic products and point-of-care 

devices; and (ii) commercialize the saliva-based diagnostic products and associated point-of-care 
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devices (the “POC Device”) to detect certain disease related markers (collectively, the “Licensed 

Patents and Products”). 

B. UCLA, Wong and RNAmeTRIX 

16. Wong is the Felix and Mildred Yip Endowed Chair in Dentistry and a Professor in the  

Section of Oral Biology in the Division of Oral Biology and Medicine, as well as the Associate 

Dean of Research and the Director of the UCLA Center for Oral/Head and Neck Research at 

UCLA.   

17. As set forth above, based upon work performed in Wong’s laboratory at UCLA,  

UCLA became the holder of a myriad of patents as a result of Wong’s alleged work, including 

but not limited to several patents relating to salivary biomarkers for the detection of several 

diseases, including but not limited to oral cancer, lung cancer, and diabetes, as well as patents 

related to certain point-of-care technology as discussed in detail below. 

18.  Upon information and belief, over the course of his tenure with UCLA, Wong, via  

UCLA, had obtained tens of millions of dollars in grants from several government agencies, 

including the National Institute of Health (“NIH”).  Upon information and belief, these NIH 

grants are funneled through UCLA, and UCLA, in effect, controls the “purse string” with respect 

to these grants. 

19. Notwithstanding, as set forth in great detail below, despite setting up Wong with  

RNA and despite the knowledge that a majority of Wong’s work was being funded by federal 

grants and tax payer dollars, UCLA, despite its obligations to do so not only as the licensor of its 

patents but its obligations to ensure academic honesty and integrity, utterly failed to exercise  

control and oversight over Wong and RNA, despite the fact that Wong held licenses to dozens of 
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patents owned by UCLA and later, despite knowledge that the academic integrity and scientific 

validity of Wong’s work was called into serious question. 

20. Upon information and belief, in or around 2007, Wong, with the assistance of and at  

the urging of UCLA, established RNA as a shell corporation and for the sole purpose of entering 

into an agreement to license patents owned by UCLA.  In fact, UCLA, specifically Ragan 

Robertson, communicated to Stephen Swanick and Jack Martin that UCLA had set up RNA, via 

Wong, specifically for the purpose of allowing Wong to “make some money” off of the UCLA 

patents licensed to RNA. 

21. This is borne out in the Exclusive Option agreement between UCLA and RNA, dated  

January 23, 2008 (the “Option Agreement”).5  In essence, the Option Agreement gave RNA a 

proverbial right of first refusal by which UCLA granted to RNA an exclusive time limited right 

to “obtain an exclusive license under Regents’ Patent Rights on the terms set forth in the attached 

License Agreement” and “to practice Licensed Methods and to make, have made, and use 

Licensed Products within the Field for the term of this Option Agreement.”  The Option 

Agreement had a term of one year and could be extended for subsequent six (6) month terms. 

22. The Option Agreement also contemplated that RNA would issue some number of  

shares of RNA to UCLA. 

23. Pursuant to a First Amendment to Exclusive Option Agreement dated July 1, 2008,  

UCLA added several additional patents to the Option Agreement, most notably adding (1) 

UCLA Case No. 2007-527 entitled “High Specificity and High Sensitivity Detection Based on 

 
5 PeriRx notes that the Option Agreement was not included by UCLA in its motion to dismiss nor was it 
included in the motion to dismiss filed by RNA and Wong.  It did not come into the possession of PeriRx 
until January 11,2021, as an enclosure to a letter from counsel for UCLA. 
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Steric Hindrance & Enzyme-Related Signal Amplification”; and (2) UCLA Case No. 2008-306, 

entitled “Probe Immobilization and Signal Amplification For Polymer-Based Biosensor.” 

24. Pursuant to a Second Amendment to Exclusive Option Agreement dated January 6,  

2009, UCLA and RNA extended the term of the Option Agreement to July 22, 2009. 

25. Pursuant to a Third Amendment to Exclusive Option Agreement dated June 15, 2009,  

UCLA and RNA extended the term of the Option Agreement to January 22, 2010, and also 

replaced APPENDIX A (REGENTS’ PATENT RIGHTS) in its entirety with the Appendix A 

(REGENTS’ PATENT RIGHTS) annexed to the Third Amendment to Exclusive Option 

Agreement. 

26. Pursuant to a Fourth Amendment to Exclusive Option Agreement dated September  

10, 2009, UCLA and RNA made certain revisions to APPENDIX A (REGENTS’ PATENT 

RIGHTS) as set forth therein. 

27. Pursuant to a Fifth Amendment to Exclusive Option Agreement dated January 1,  

2010, UCLA and RNA extended the term of the Option Agreement to July 22, 2010. 

28. Pursuant to a Sixth Amendment to Exclusive Option Agreement dated January 26,  

2010, UCLA and RNA made certain revisions to APPENDIX A (REGENTS’ PATENT 

RIGHTS) as set forth therein. 

29. Pursuant to a Seventh Amendment to Exclusive Option Agreement dated June 6,  

2010, UCLA and RNA extended the term of the Option Agreement to January 21, 2011. 

30. Pursuant to an Eighth Amendment to Exclusive Option Agreement dated December  

15, 2010, UCLA and RNA made certain revisions to APPENDIX A (REGENTS’ PATENT 

RIGHTS) as set forth therein. 

31. Upon information and belief, Wong’s wife, Sharon Wong, was the alleged President  
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and CEO of RNA, though she performed no function.  Upon information and belief, Wong acted 

as the Chief Science Officer of RNA. 

32. RNA was merely the alter ego and shell of UCLA, and a mere instrumentality by  

which UCLA conducted business through Wong. 

33. Each and every agreement discussed below between RNA and PeriRx was reviewed,  

revised, and approved by UCLA prior to execution by RNA and PeriRx, including but not 

limited to by UCLA’s Emily Loughran (“Loughran”), UCLA Technology development Group’s 

senior director of licensing and strategic initiatives,6 Ragan Robertson and Amir Naiberg , Vice 

Chancellor, CEO and President of the UCLA Technology Development Group, and prior to 

RNA even presenting PeriRx with any such agreement.  This fact was also communicated to 

PeriRx hundreds of times by Christopher Byrd, Esq., counsel for RNA, that everything, 

including contracts, must be approved by UCLA and Loughran prior to execution by any party. 

34. Upon information and belief, RNA had no ability to make any decisions regarding  

licensing or sublicensing independent of UCLA. 

35. Throughout the course of the relationship between UCLA, RNA and PeriRx,  

whenever the myriad of issues discussed below arose between UCLA, RNA and PeriRx, PeriRx 

reached out to UCLA directly, namely Emily Loughran and later, Ragan Robertson.   

36. On multiple occasions, PeriRx communicated with UCLA regarding issues it was  

having securing the cooperation of Wong per his and RNA’s obligations under the relevant 

agreements.  Never was UCLA’s response to PeriRx to deal with RNA and Wong directly. 

 
6 Upon information and belief, Ms. Loughran retired from this position on June 27, 2019, and 
was promoted to a senior director position at UCLA. 
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37. In fact, in a letter to PeriRx dated April 22, 2019, Ragan Robertson of UCLA’s  

Technology Development Group (“TDG”) stated “[w]e view UCLA TDG’s relationship with 

PeriRx over the past several years as a successful one and we hope to build upon that success.” 

38. Upon information and belief, UCLA held an ownership interest in RNA. 

39. Upon information and belief, no corporate formalities were followed by RNA. 

40. Upon information and belief, RNA was not adequately capitalized and, in fact, the  

only capital ever held by RNA were funds paid to RNA by PeriRx. 

41. Upon information and belief, transactions between UCLA and RNA were not  

conducted at arm’s length.  Further, the final decision maker with respect to any contracts 

between RNA and PeriRx was, as set forth above, UCLA.  

42. Upon information and belief, RNA has no board of directors, maintains no corporate  

records, holds no corporate meetings and maintains no minutes of meetings. 

43. For years, it was UCLA, not RNA, that provided PeriRx with bills for legal and other  

fees that UCLA had allegedly incurred for patent prosecution for patents licensed to PeriRx by 

RNA.  PeriRx made these payments directly to UCLA, not to RNA.  In fact, all checks written 

by PeriRx were written out in the name of “The Regents of California.” 

44. Upon information and belief, it was UCLA that directed Wong to have RNA  

allegedly terminate its relationship with UCLA and exercise RNA’s right to terminate the UCLA 

Agreement.  At that time, as discussed below, UCLA reached out to PeriRx directly regarding 

the execution of a license agreement directly between UCLA and PeriRx. 

45. Of note, looking to the UCLA Agreement, RNA’s alleged termination is not even  

proper pursuant to the terms of the UCLA Agreement.  On December 15, 2018, Wong, allegedly 

on behalf RNA, sent an email to Ragan Robertson of UCLA allegedly terminating the UCLA 
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Agreement.  Also of note, Wong sent this alleged notice of termination from his UCLA email 

account. 

46. However, pursuant to the notice provision of the UCLA Agreement, specifically  

Section 19.1 thereof, “[a]ny notice…required to be given to either party must be sent to the 

respective address given below and is effective:  (a) on the date of delivery if delivered in 

person; (b) five days after mailing if mailed by first-class certified mail, postage paid, or (c) on 

the next business day if sent by overnight delivery.”  It does not provide for service via email.   

47. As such, there is a unity of interest between UCLA and RNA sufficient to hold  

UCLA responsible for the acts and omissions of RNA, and it would be inequitable for UCLA to 

escape liability for the acts of RNA. 

48. On or about December 17, 2010, RNA and UCLA entered into a License Agreement  

(the “UCLA Agreement”), pursuant to which UCLA granted RNA an exclusive license to certain 

patents to RNA to allow RNA to then sublicense these patents to other entities, like PeriRx, in 

order to pursue the development and commercialization of various kinds of diagnostic 

technology, including but not limited to detection of certain biological salivary biomarkers and 

Point-Of-Care (“POC”) technologies.  

49. Upon information and belief, the only asset or other property of RNA was the patents  

that RNA licensed from UCLA pursuant to the UCLA Agreement. 

C. PeriRx and RNAmeTRIX 

50. On December 20, 2010, PeriRx and RNA entered into an Exclusive License  

Agreement (the “Original Agreement”) pursuant to which PeriRx obtained certain rights and 

licenses to certain patented and patent-pending technologies from RNA that RNA had licensed 

from UCLA pursuant to the UCLA Agreement. 
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51. As set forth above, UCLA was well-aware of the Original Agreement, as UCLA  

revised and approved the Original Agreement prior to RNA and PeriRx entering into the 

agreement. In fact, the Original Agreement is a sublicense of the UCLA agreement. 

52. As such, UCLA was well-aware that the patents and patent-pending technology that it  

licensed to RNA was being sublicensed to PeriRx. 

53. Therefore, PeriRx was a third-party beneficiary to the UCLA Agreement. 

54. Pursuant to the Original Agreement, PeriRx and RNA set forth certain rights and  

obligations of the parties with respect to mechanisms for ensuring the continuing research and 

development necessary to advance product development from clinical trial through FDA 

approval and into commercialization. 

55. During the negotiation of the Original Agreement, in an effort to induce PeriRx to  

enter into the Original Agreement and spend millions of dollars on development and fees paid to 

Wong, the UCLA Defendants, by and through Wong and RNA, falsely and intentionally 

misrepresented to PeriRx that the Licensed Patents and Products and related technology to be 

licensed to PeriRx, was much more advanced and much closer to being ready for regulatory (i.e. 

Food and Drug Administration (“FDA)) approval than it actually was. 

56. Pursuant to the Original Agreement, PeriRx was granted an exclusive license from  

RNA to clinically validate through clinical trials and seek regulatory approval for saliva-based 

diagnostic products for diagnosis of five selected applications (the “Indications”) and the Point-

of-Care devices, among other rights.  PeriRx was also granted an exclusive license to and the 

exclusive right to seek a commercial partner to manufacture and market the Indications as well 

as the Point-of-Care devices.  Pursuant to the terms of the Original Agreement, PeriRx granted 
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an exclusive license, and led to believe that UCLA, RNA and Wong would not intentionally seek 

to compete with PeriRx. 

57. The UCLA Defendants, by and through Wong and RNA, falsely and intentionally  

induced PeriRx into believing that the licenses granted by the Original Agreement had monetary 

value and that, as stated above, the technology being licensed to PeriRx was much more 

thoroughly developed, was supported by academically sound research, and, most importantly, 

was actually owned by UCLA, properly licensed to RNA, and therefore properly licensed to 

PeriRx. 

58. The Original Agreement gave PeriRx exclusive research rights to the  

Licensed Patents and Products to the extent necessary to conduct clinical trials of Licensed 

Patents and Products, including POC Devices and Technologies, as related to the detection of 

identified Indications, and to pursue regulatory approval of and to commercialize such 

technology. 

59. In addition, PeriRx was also granted an exclusive commercial license to  

commercially exploit the Licensed Patents and Products through, among other things, the used of 

POC Devices and Technologies.  The Original Agreement purported to give PeriRx the exclusive 

right to develop and commercialize adaptations of the Licensed Patents and Products in the fields 

of oral cancel, lung cancer, breast cancer, gastric cancer, pancreatic cancer and Sjogren’s 

syndrome.  Other rights were granted with respect to insulin resistance and diabetes, ovarian 

cancer and Alzheimer’s disease.  PeriRx was also granted the rights to use POC Devices and 

Technologies in the fields of biodefense and infectious disease. 

60. Notwithstanding, it was later discovered that UCLA had never granted RNA such  
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rights in the UCLA Agreement7, and therefore RNA could not have granted such rights to 

PeriRx, for PeriRx to sublicense the relevant technologies once there were developed by PeriRx 

at a cost of millions of dollars.  In other words, while UCLA granted RNA a sublicense, the 

UCLA Agreement, by its terms, did not allow PeriRx, once it would have invested millions to 

develop and commercialize the relevant technology, to sublicenses its tests, including any Point-

of-Care Devices, once they had been developed by PeriRx, to manufacturers or others – despite 

the fact that UCLA dictated the terms of the RNA-PeriRx agreements and knew that such 

sublicensing rights were crucial to PeriRx. 

61. In fact, it was not until a Fourth Amendment to the UCLA Agreement was executed  

on or about August 4, 2017 at the abject insistence of PeriRx’s then counsel, via direct 

communications with UCLA, that the UCLA Agreement was amended to give RNA such 

sublicensing rights which in turn were flowed down to PeriRx. 

62. Pursuant to the Original Agreement, PeriRx had certain obligations to use the  

technology delivered by RNA and use its best efforts to design and perform clinical trials of 

products for each of the Indications, secured the appropriate FDA clearances, and develop 

prototype(s) of products for commercialization.   

63. PeriRx fully embraced its obligations under the Original Agreement.   As set forth in  

more detail below, PeriRx hired the best and brightest consultants, including scientists and those 

with direct lines of access to the FDA, in order to fulfill its obligations under the Original 

Agreement. 

64. Pursuant to the Original Agreement, PeriRx was responsible for funding all activities  

 
7 Despite numerous demands over a number of years, PeriRx was never provided with a copy of the 
UCLA Agreement until late 2017. 
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under the research and development program with respect to the Licensed Patents and Products.  

PeriRx was also responsible for all costs of patent prosecution and maintenance, which, as set 

forth above, PeriRx received bills directly from, and paid said costs directly to, UCLA. 

65. The Original Agreement also set certain timelines and benchmarks that PeriRx was to  

comply with in order to remain in good standing under the Original Agreement.  

Notwithstanding, in order for PeriRx to meet these timelines and benchmarks, PeriRx was 

dependent upon the cooperation of RNA and Wong, and also relied, in agreeing to such timelines 

and benchmarks, on representations made by the UCLA Defendants, through Wong, with respect 

to the readiness of the data on oral cancer for submission to the FDA. 

66. Unfortunately, despite PeriRx operating at all times in good faith and using its best  

efforts, as well as spending millions of dollars to comply with its obligations under the Original 

Agreement, the UCLA Defendants, through Wong and RNA, did everything possible to thwart 

and frustrate the intent and purpose of the contract, and make it impossible for PeriRx to comply 

with contractual deadlines that could cause PeriRx to potentially lose its rights to develop and 

commercialize the Indications that were the underlying purpose and intent of the Original 

Agreement.   

67. Worse, it appears that the UCLA Defendants knowingly and intentionally set about to  

take money from PeriRx via a $1 million license fee paid to Wong, among other things, exploit 

PeriRx’s development efforts, and then force PeriRx into a default situation so that the UCLA 

Defendants could keep any technology for themselves or sell the purported rights to some other 

unsuspecting buyer. 

a. The Amended Exclusive License Agreement 

68. On October 4, 2012, PeriRx and RNA entered into an Amended and Restated  
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Exclusive License Agreement (the “Amended Agreement”).  The Amended Agreement, among 

other things, revised the deadlines with respect to the First, Second, Third, Fourth and Fifth 

Indications, as defined in the Amended Agreement, and expanded PeriRx’s research license and 

ability to sublicense. 

69. It also reset certain percentages and profits as between PeriRx and RNA given the  

fact that PeriRx would now be shouldering a much larger burden with respect to research and 

development of the salivary biomarkers for oral cancer than had originally been contemplated 

under the Original Agreement. 

70. The Amended Agreement also specifically provided that the UCLA Defendants and  

Wong were required to provide PeriRx with underlying patient level data requested by PeriRx 

which was critical for PeriRx to develop the clinical trials necessary and as it was required to do 

under both the Original as well as Amended Agreement. 

71. It became clear to PeriRx that such a term was necessary as Wong and RNA had  

attempted to claim that PeriRx was not entitled to any underlying patient level data and given the 

fact that the UCLA Defendants and RNA had already withheld data with respect to oral cancer 

which had severely delayed development with respect to oral cancer. 

72. Notwithstanding the Amended Agreement, Wong and RNA continued to fail to  

provide the required consulting services to PeriRx and continued to fail to promptly assist PeriRx 

in dealing with and overcoming regulatory challenges within the FDA.  This was part and parcel 

of the UCLA Defendants’ repeated and continued failures to deal in good faith and just 

compounded the initial misrepresentations that had been made to PeriRx to induce it to enter into 

the Original Agreement.   

73. Worse, the UCLA Defendants purposefully delayed even the simplest processes  
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and concealed deficiencies in the data and preparation for regulatory submission in order to 

effectively “run out the clock” on PeriRx, despite PeriRx’s best efforts. 

74. PeriRx also came to learn that, while it was demanding the patient level data to which  

it was entitled, UCLA was filing patents all over the world, and charging the cost to PeriRx, 

without first consulting with and seeking the approval of PeriRx, as was required pursuant to 

Article 7 of both the Original as well as the Amended Agreement.  

75. In spite of the UCLA Defendants failure to abide by the terms of the Original  

Agreement and the Amended Agreement, PeriRx remained dedicated to its obligations under 

these agreements, spent several years conducting clinical trials and related efforts to 

commercialize technology and, as a result, spent millions of dollars and made other 

extraordinary and unforeseeable efforts and expenditures to bring raw and/or unverifiable data up 

to regulatory standards sufficient for submission to the FDA. 

76. The UCLA Defendants, by and through Wong and RNA, made repeated  

misrepresentations to PeriRx and its representatives, namely Stephen Swanick, Dr. Jack Martin 

and Dr. Neil Gottehrer, regarding the maturity and the integrity of the technology that was the 

subject of the Original and Amended Agreements and the quality of the underlying data in an 

effort to knowingly, intentionally and fraudulently induce PeriRx into entering the Original and 

Amended Agreements.  This, among other things, was done, upon information and belief, in an 

effort to secure large percentages of future sales under the Amended License, or to allow the 

“clock to run out” on PeriRx’s efforts and have the patented rights revert to RNA and Wong, and 

ultimately ULCA, so that the UCLA Defendants could reap all of the benefits of PeriRx’s hard 

work, yet pay PeriRx nothing. 

77. Pursuant to both the Original as well as the Amended Agreement, PeriRx spent  
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millions on its commercialization efforts, hiring the best consultants, performing clinical trials, 

meeting with some of the most influential players in the market, including LabCorp and Johnson 

& Johnson, all in a good faith effort to develop and commercialize the saliva-based diagnostic 

products that are at the core of the Original and Amended Agreements. 

78. The monies expended by PeriRx include payments to RNA and Wong in the sum of  

One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) for alleged prior patent fees and patent fees alleged to have 

been paid prior to PeriRx’s involvement8; hundreds of thousands of dollars in patent prosecution 

fees while PeriRx, despite its contractual rights, was allowed almost no input; another nearly 

half-a-million ($500,000) in transactional legal fees; other monies expended for research and 

product development costs, including the hiring of consultants and experts as well as ultimately 

having to pay a UCLA statistician to procure the patient level oral cancer data; and hundreds of 

thousands of dollars for travel expenses and activities related to seeking FDA approvals and 

regulatory fees. 

79. Despite PeriRx’s repeated demands to be involved in patent prosecution, PeriRx was  

arbitrarily and intentionally barred from any meaningful comment and/or input in the patent 

prosecution process while the UCLA Defendants incurred massive legal bills that were passed on 

to PeriRx in the hope that PeriRx would run out of funding and the patent rights would revert to 

the UCLA Defendants where they might be sold again. 

80. PeriRx has honored its commitments, and despite road blocks, delay tactics, lack of  

cooperation and intentional misrepresentations and other difficulties, PeriRx successfully created 

an oral cancer diagnostic test for one of the deadliest and most costly cancers  in the world.  

 
8 There are serious questions as to whether any patent fees had been incurred by Wong and RNA at all, 
given the fact that the UCLA-RNA Agreement was executed on December 17, 2010, while the RNA-
PeriRx Agreement was executed on December 20, 2010, a mere three days later. 
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Notwithstanding this, the UCLA Defendants repeated deceit and intentional frustration of 

PeriRx’s ability to meet deadlines set forth in the Original and Amended Agreements constitutes 

not only a breach, but also will deprive PeriRx of the benefit of the bargain in the Original and 

Amended Agreements.   

81. Since the Original and Amended Agreements allow the UCLA Defendants to  

terminate the agreements if PeriRx does not meet certain deadlines, the UCLA Defendants had 

purposefully frustrated PeriRx’s ability to meet those deadlines.  If the deadlines are not met, 

RNA can terminate the contract, resulting in a loss of millions of dollars for PeriRx and a 

reversion of rights to RNA, Wong, and ultimately UCLA.  

b. The First Amendment to Amended & Restated Exclusive License Agreement 

82. Because of the problems with the prior agreements, the parties entered another  

Agreement entitled: “First Amendment to Amended and Restate Exclusive License Agreement” 

(“First Amendment”) which was executed on or about December 19, 2014.  By way of background, 

this was a partial modification of the “Amended & Restated Exclusive License Agreement” dated 

October 4, 2012, which was a revision of the “Exclusive License Agreement” dated December 20, 

2010. 

83. By the time the First Amendment was signed in 2014, PeriRx thought it had secured  

Wong’s cooperation and that everybody, including UCLA, was back on track and dealing in good 

faith.  Based on this understanding, PeriRx contributed tremendous resources of its investors 

toward commercialization efforts for, among other things, oral cancer and lung cancer.   

84. The First Amendment focused on PeriRx’s rights to develop “Additional Diagnostic  

Applications” which meant indications for gastric cancer, diabetes and Sjogren’s syndrome.  

Primary “Designated Indications” under the First Amendment were for oral cancer and lung 
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cancer. The rights of PeriRx were exclusive and no party to the First Amendment (see Section 4.3) 

was permitted to develop rights that PeriRx was in the process of commercializing.  Important to 

the First Amendment was securing the cooperation of Wong, who was obligated to assist with 

supplying accurate and academically honest, patient level data that would not frustrate the purpose 

of the First Amendment. (See First Amendment, ¶18 and Appendix C).   

85. The First Amendment also, because of the constant delays and dilatory tactics of the  

UCLA Defendants, again extended the timelines for FDA approval, but at a hefty cost to PeriRx, 

which was required to pay the sum of $100,000  in order for the UCLA Defendants to agree to 

provide such an extension to PeriRx, despite the fact that the UCLA Defendants were the sole 

cause of all delays with respect to the timelines set forth in the Original and Amended Agreements. 

86. Once again, the First Amendment also reset the split of royalties and profits between  

RNA and PeriRx, as well as reducing the ability of the UCLA Defendants to bill PeriRx for patents 

in dozens of foreign countries for which PeriRx had not been consulted, that PeriRx had not 

approved, which provided no benefit to PeriRx, and which PeriRx no longer wished to pay for. 

87. It was through the First Amendment that PeriRx thought it was on the road toward  

accessing the data critical to satisfying its contractual obligations.  A whole section of the First 

Amendment was geared to obtaining this information from Dr. Wong.  (See First Amendment, ¶18 

and Appendix C).   In fact, PeriRx relied on the published data as part of its selection of “Lung 

Cancer” as one of the designated indications to develop.   

c. Point of Care Technology 

88. Two of the core patents licensed by UCLA to RNA, and then by RNA to PeriRx,  

dealt with the processes underlying the very lucrative Point-of-Care (“POC”) technology. 

89. These two core patents licensed to PeriRx relating to POC technology  
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were: (i) High specificity and high sensitivity detection based on steric hindrance and enzyme-

related signal amplification (UCLA Case No. 2007-527); and (ii) probe immobilization and 

signal amplification for polymer-based biosensor (UCLA Case No. 2008-306) (collectively the 

“POC Patents”). 

90. PeriRx had a license to this technology in both the United States and Europe.  

PeriRx paid substantial fees to prosecute these patents to approval. 

91. Notwithstanding the fact that PeriRx had an exclusive right to the POC Patents in  

both the United States and Europe, on October 24, 2017, UCLA entered into an Exclusive 

License Agreement with Aruras Holdings, LLC (“Aruras”), wherein Aruras was led to believe 

that they owned these rights causing Aruras to threaten to sue PeriRx for patent infringement.    

92. Notwithstanding the fact that PeriRx had an exclusive right to the POC  

Patents in both the United States and Europe, UCLA entered into this Exclusive License 

Agreement with Aruras, wherein UCLA granted an exclusive license to Aruras with respect to 

“Method for Exosomal Biomarker Detection by Electric Field-Induced Release and 

Measurement (UCLA Case No. 2011-696)” also known as EFIRM.  UCLA licensed EFIRM to 

Aruras in both the United States and Europe. 

93. Of note, while UCLA attempts to claims that it somehow held back EFIRM from the  

UCLA Agreement and, as such, the PeriRx-RNA agreements, this is just nonsensical.  The 

UCLA Agreement and Original Agreement were both executed in December 2010, and the 

EFIRM Patent was not even filed until mid-2011. 

94. However, crucial steps in the EFIRM method are methods for which PeriRx already  
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had an exclusive license for the patent, namely “Probe immobilization and signal amplification 

for polymer-based biosensor.” Other steps also use core processes included in the two patents 

licensed to PeriRx. 

95. This fact is proven by the language of the EFIRM Patent itself.  The EFIRM Patent  

was filed under U.S. Patent Application No. 14/119,843, with a priority date of May 24, 2011.  

The application claimed priority benefit of U.S. provisional patent application Ser. No. 

61/489,634 filed May 24, 2011.  The inventors listed in the EFIRM Patent are David T. Wong, 

Fang Wei, and Wei Liao.  The EFIRM Patent indicates that the work was funded by a granted 

awarded by NIH. 

96. As discussed below, Wei Liao, Co-Founder of EZ Life Bio, Inc., performed all of his  

work on the EFIRM Patent while he was employed by UCLA. 

97. The EFIRM Patent was granted on or about April 3, 2018, via U.S. Patent No.  

9932635B2. 

98. Under “Patent Citations,” the EFIRM Patent lists “High specificity and high  

sensitivity detection based on steric hindrance & enzyme-related signal amplification,” owned by 

The Regents of the University of California. 

99. Under “Family to Family Citations,” the EFIRM Patent lists “Probe immobilization  

and signal amplification for polymer-based biosensor,” owned by The Regents of the University 

of California. 

100. This was par for the course for UCLA and Wong.  UCLA and Wong often filed  

separate patents for “new inventions” when there was, in fact, no new invention, but merely an 

extension of work already patented. 

101. The POC Patents licensed to PeriRx discuss using an electrical field  
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reaction to drive a reaction between a probe and a target marker in order to stimulate release of 

biomarkers including DNA mutations from complex body fluids with cellular elements.  The 

EFIRM patent was nothing different – it discussed applying electricity to get mutated DNA 

markers to be released from exosomes that contain DNA to detect and capture using an electrical 

field.  Because the EFIRM patent used the term “exosomes,” UCLA and Wong called it a new 

invention, which it was not. 

102. In fact, in late 2018, when the UCLA-RNA relationship was being “terminated”,  

Ragan Robertson admitted to PeriRx that EFIRM was not a new invention and admitted that 

UCLA had licensed technology that incorporated methods already licensed to PeriRx to Aruras, 

namely EFIRM. He also acknowledged that EZLife Bio was violating PeriRx license rights. On 

December 18, 2018 in a meeting with Mr. Swanick, Mr. Buche and Dr. Martin, Ragan Robertson 

advised PeriRx to initiate litigation against EZLife Bio for patent infringement and that UCLA 

would join this action. Ragan Robertson previously confronted Wei Lau (cofounder of EZLife 

Bio) regarding the fact that that EFIRM technology was developed while he was a UCLA 

employee using NIH funding and that he took this technology to China.   

103. In or around 2018, Dr. Jack Martin and Stephen Swanick were also informed by  

Ragan Robertson of UCLA that UCLA licensed to Aruras everything in the RNA portfolio that 

was not licensed to PeriRx.   

104. On or about March 4, 2018, PeriRx met with Dr. Raouf Guirguis of Aruras.  At 

that time, Dr. Guirguis was of the opinion that Aruras was “the exclusive worldwide licensee of 

all David Wong et al. Salivary Marker Patents that are owned or assigned to “The Regents of the 

University of California,” and did not understand how “you [PeriRx] can make a claim on the 
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patents that are owned by “The Regents University of California” that are licensed exclusively to 

my company Aruras.” 

105. In fact, Dr. Guirguis and Aruras threatened to sue PeriRx for patent infringement,  

despite that fact that a number of patents that Aruras was claiming it had licensed from UCLA 

had already been licensed by UCLA to RNA, and from RNA to PeriRx. 

106. Notwithstanding, after further assessing the patents that had been licensed by  

UCLA to RNA and by RNA to PeriRx, even Dr. Guirguis himself agreed that patents that had 

been licensed by UCLA to RNA and then to PeriRx overlapped with patents that had been 

licensed from UCLA to Aruras, because EFIRM was applied using methods that were already 

licensed to PeriRx, namely “Probe immobilization and signal amplification for polymer-based 

biosensor (UCLA Case No. 2008-306) and “High specificity and high sensitivity detection based 

on steric hindrance and enzyme-related signal amplification (UCLA Case No. 2007-527).  

107. Worse, upon information and belief, Wong absconded with any potentially  

meaningful data from his work on Point-of-Care technology, which he took to China.9 

108. UCLA and Wong have been involved with EZLife Bio, Inc., where it appears that  

UCLA has transferred data and commercialization rights for the Point-of-Care and other 

technology that he researched and licensed to PeriRx via the EFIRM platform, including  detection 

of biomarkers for lung cancer, which were core rights licensed to PeriRx from the RNA with 

UCLA’s knowledge and consent.   

109. EZLife Bio’s website displays an EFIRM (electric field induced release and  

 
9 The Thousand Talents Initiative Program is a Chinese government program that has been accused of 
targeting and soliciting American academic faculty to steal American funded technology to develop in 
China.  The NIH and FBI are currently investigating several such cases involving several prominent 
American academic institutions.   
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measurement) product that is used for performing accurate genetic disease testing through the use 

of patient saliva samples.  Moreover, EZLife offers an Oasis Saliva Collector for rapid, non-

invasive collection of saliva, which can be placed in an EZLife platform device for rapid detection 

of biomarkers.  This type of technology directly conflicts with the work Wong was to perform with 

PeriRx and the rights licensed to PeriRx, namely the POC Patent for which PeriRx owns the 

exclusive rights in both the United States and Europe. 

110. An article entitled “Electric Field-Induced Release and Measurement Liquid  

Biopsy for Noninvasive Early Lung Cancer Assessment’ was published in the Journal of Molecular 

Diagnostics, Volume 20, No. 6, November 2018.  It identifies both Liao and Wong as authors from 

“the School of Dentistry.’  This covers not only EFIRM but also lung cancer diagnostics. 

111. An article was published entitled ‘Electric Field-Induced Release and  

Measurement (EFIRM):  characterization and Technical Validation of a Novel Liquid Biopsy 

Platform in Plasma and Saliva’.  It identifies Liao as an author from ‘EZLife Bio Inc., Los 

Angeles, CA’.  It also identifies David T.W. Wong as an author from UCLA School of Dentistry, 

University of California, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California’ as well as Wong’s role with the 

Department of Head and Neck Surgery at UCLA. 

112. Further, EZ Life Bio has indicated on its own website that it not only operates out  

of its office in California but also operates out of and manufactures devices, including upon 

information and belief, Point-of-Care devices, in China. 

113. In 2018, PeriRx informed UCLA, including but not limited to Ragan Robertson  

and Emily Loughran, on several occasions that EZ Life Bio was stealing and infringing upon the 

POC Patents and POC patented technology for which PeriRx held the exclusive license.  Yet, 
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UCLA did nothing other than encourage PeriRx to sue EZ Life Bio, promising that UCLA would 

support PeriRx in any such litigation. 

114. In or around October 2018, right after the EFIRM Patent was granted, UCLA,  

Wong and EZ Life Bio obtained a Five Million Dollar ($5MM) small business grant from the 

National Cancer Institute in order to develop certain POC technology which was licensed by 

UCLA to RNA and by RNA to PeriRx, in violation of the Original and Amended Agreements 

and the First Amendment, which specifically licensed rights to develop technology stemming 

from the POC Patents to PeriRx.  A press release regarding the grant states: 

The University of California, Los Angeles announced on Monday that a team of its 
researchers has been awarded a five-year, $5 million grant from the National Cancer 
Institute to further develop a liquid biopsy technology for the early detection of lung 
cancer. 

The technology is based on EFIRM, or electric field-induced release and measurement 
method, and uses a conducting polymer-based electrochemical chip with an array of 
electrodes and employs an electrical field to release and detect specific mutations in 
biofluids such as saliva or blood. Last year, UCLA won a $1.5 million NCI grant to 
develop an EFIRM-liquid biopsy test for use as a CLIA-certified laboratory-developed 
test. 

With the latest NCI funding, a team led by UCLA researcher and EFIRM inventor David 
Wong will develop and validate EFIRM assays for 10 DNA mutations commonly observed 
in lung cancer, incorporating a complementary six-biomarker panel of microRNAs. 
Meanwhile, Woodland Hills, California-based EZLife Bio, where Wong is CSO, will 
convert the assays into a single array. 
 
115. An article from the EZLife Bio website itself entitled “EFIRM Passes  

Qualification Test for EGFR Liquid Biopsy,” dated April 10, 2019, states that 

EZLife Bio and UCLA recently completed a major milestone in the advancement of 
EFIRM liquid biopsy, completing initial CLIA-LDT qualification tests in 
collaboration with the Molecular Diagnostics Laboratory at the UCLA School of 
Medicine. 

 
This completion is a major milestone, demonstrating that EFIRM is a highly 
reproducible and stable platform to perform liquid biopsy directly from patient 
specimens. Instead of taking large volumes of blood, EFIRM is a technology that can 
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enable the rapid detection of lung cancer related mutations directly from a drop of 
blood or saliva. 
 

A photograph in the article depicts the EZ Life Bio team, which includes Wong, Charles Strom, 

another UCLA professor, Michael Tu and Richard Bender. 

116. In January 2021, PeriRx became aware of a company called Liquid Diagnostics  

LLC.  The CEO of Liquid Diagnostics LLC is Charles Strom.  Richard Bender is Chief Medical 

Officer.  Michael Tu is Chief Science Officer. 

117. Incredibly, a COVID-19 test advertised by Liquid Diagnostics LLC is based on  

probe immobilization on gels, utilizing the methods of the “Probe immobilization and signal 

amplification for polymer-based biosensor (UCLA Case No. 2008-306) licensed to PeriRx, 

though Liquid Diagnostics refers to the method used as EFIRM.  Upon information and belief, 

the platform being commercialized and sold by Liquid Diagnostics also utilizes signal 

amplification methods of the “High specificity and high sensitivity detection based on steric 

hindrance and enzyme-related signal amplification (UCLA Case No. 2007-527) patent, also 

licensed to PeriRx. 

118. Each of the three studies listed on the Liquid Diagnostics LLC website lists Wong  

as an author. 

119. Upon information and belief, to date, EZ Life Bio and Liquid Diagnostics LLC,  

through Wong and UCLA, are currently developing POC technology that was specifically and 

exclusive licensed to PeriRx via the POC Patents. 

120. More specifically, EFIRM, as being applied by EZLife Bio and Liquid  

Diagnostics, LLC, specifically incorporates and relies upon probe immobilization and signal 

amplification after release, methods which are and were specifically licensed to PeriRx, namely 

via the POC Patents -- “Probe immobilization and signal amplification for polymer-based 
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biosensor (UCLA Case No. 2008-306) and “High specificity and high sensitivity detection based 

on steric hindrance and enzyme-related signal amplification (UCLA Case No. 2007-527). 

121. In addition, a later patent for non-invasive gene mutation for liquid biopsy  

technology filed by UCLA that, upon information and belief, is being developed by EZ Life Bio, 

initially cross-referenced the “probe immobilization and signal amplification for polymer-based 

biosensor” technology, which was one of the POC Patents for which PeriRx held the exclusive 

license in the United States and Europe.  Interestingly, UCLA filed an amendment to the patent, 

and this cross-reference to the probe immobilization technology had been removed. 

122. As PeriRx was spending millions to develop the Point-of-Care technology, Wong  

took it upon himself to intentionally misrepresent to several companies with whom PeriRx was 

negotiating to commercialize the Point-of-Care technology, including Hoffman LaRoche, that 

PeriRx did not have any rights to the Point-of-Care technology, despite the fact that PeriRx had 

an exclusive license in the United States and Europe to the POC Patents.  Because of these 

intentional, material, wrongful misrepresentations by Wong and RNA, PeriRx was forced to 

cease its efforts to developing the Point-of-Care technology. 

123. At this time, PeriRx had already created a comprehensive development plan with  

a very reputable and engaged contract manufacturer, as PeriRx was required to do pursuant to the 

PeriRx-RNA Agreements.  However, PeriRx was unable to move forward because PeriRx was 

advised that PeriRx should not spend investors’ money in advancing the Point-of-Care 

technology while PeriRx’s rights were being challenged and while UCLA, Wong and RNA were 

outright competing with PeriRx. 

124. Of critical importance, not only could POC devices be developed for detection of  
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salivary and other types of biomarkers (i.e. nucleic acids, mRNA and proteins) for detection of 

diseases such as oral cancer, lung cancer and diabetes, PeriRx was poised to tap the billion-dollar 

market of developing and commercializing POC devices for the diagnosis of infectious diseases 

and biodefense. Moreover, this platform technology has numerous additional medical and 

defense applications. 

125. In fact, in 2012, Matathir bin Humidi, a Research Officer in Zoonotic Eco- 

Epidemiology with the Environmental Health Institute/National Environment Agency of the 

government of Singapore, approached Dr. Wong about developing salivary POC technology 

relating to Dengue Virus RNA detection. 

126. Wong directed Dr. Humadi to Mr. Swanick to discuss further, stating “[o]ur core  

technology of OFNASET has bee[n] licensed to PeriRx LLC.” 

127. This proves that, despite later arguments by Wong to the contrary, that the license  

granted by RNA to PeriRx with respect to the POC Patents was not limited in scope, i.e. not 

limited to only the detection of certain very limited group of lung cancer markers. This 

representation was also previously confirmed by the RNA attorney, Christopher Byrd. 

d. Diabetes and Insulin Resistance  

128. On June 11, 2013, UCLA and RNA entered into a Third Amendment to Exclusive  

License Agreement (the “Third UCLA Amendment”), whereby UCLA licensed to RNA “UCLA 

Case No. 2013-794: ‘Salivary Biomarkers for Pre-diabetes and Type II Diabetes” (the “Diabetes 

Patent”).  The Third UCLA Amendment was executed by Emily Loughran on behalf of UCLA. 

129. Pursuant to the First Amendment to the RNA-PeriRx Amended Agreement, one  

of the patents licensed to PeriRx by RNA included the “Salivary Biomarkers for Prediabetes and 

Type 2 diabetes”.  (See Appendix A to the First Amendment). 
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130. As such, UCLA, knowing that it licensed the Diabetes Patent to RNA, also knew,  

having reviewed and approved the First Amendment, that RNA had then licensed the Diabetes 

Patent to PeriRx. 

131. On February 11, 2016, pursuant to the Article 3, Paragraphs 3.6, 3.6.1 and 3.6.2  

of the Amended Agreement, PeriRx gave RNA formal notice of PeriRx’s substitution of pre-

diabetes, Type II diabetes, and insulin resistance as its Third Designated Indication.   

132. In December 2017, PeriRx received directly from UCLA, after lengthy discussion  

with Ragan Robertson, Ph.D., Technology Transfer and Information Systems Officer for UCLA, 

a copy of a provisional patent application for UCLA Case No. 2016-086 entitled “Salivary 

Extracellular RNA Biomarkers for Detection of Insulin Resistance.” 

133. Wong and RNA previously tried to argue that PeriRx had no rights to any  

technology or patents regarding insulin resistance.10  Notwithstanding, PeriRx pointed out to 

Wong and RNA that the Diabetes Patent in fact discusses insulin resistance, and that any 

subsequent patent would merely be an extension of the Diabetes Patent that had already been 

licensed to PeriRx by RNA (and from UCLA to RNA). Wong and RNA eventually agreed that 

the First Amendment did afford PeriRx rights to biomarkers for insulin resistance, but only after 

the sequence of events outlined below backfired on his and UCLA’s plans to file a competitive 

patent without PeriRx knowledge. 

134. In fact, in an email from Christopher Byrd, Esq. on or about August 15, 2017, Mr.  

Byrd wrote to PeriRx and its counsel and stated “Yes, agreed that “insulin resistance” would fall 

within the scope of “diabetes and prediabetes”.” 

135. What PeriRx was not aware of when it entered into the Original Agreement and  

 
10 In fact, Wong stated in writing to PeriRx and UCLA that insulin resistance was an entirely new 
‘disease’ or marker discovered by Wong. 
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Amended Agreement is that, once again, UCLA had utterly and completely failed to use the 

proper channels to credit co-inventors with respect to the Diabetes Patent and had utterly and 

completely failed to obtain the necessary assignments of rights from other collaborators/co-

inventors of the Diabetes Patent. 

136. For the diabetes research underlying the Diabetes Patent, Wong and UCLA  

had obtained and used patient samples from Dr. Kaumudi Joshipura at the University of Puerto 

Rico (“UPR”).  Upon information and belief, Wong and UCLA were, at all relevant times, in 

possession of the samples that Wong and UCLA had obtained from Dr. Joshipura and UPR.  

137. Notwithstanding the fact that the samples used for the research underlying the  

Diabetes Patent belonged to Dr. Joshipura and UPR and the efforts of Dr. Joshipura on behalf of 

UPR with respect to the Diabetes Patent, as set forth above, UCLA never obtained any 

assignment of rights from Dr. Joshipura or UPR. 

138. Instead, UCLA and Wong made a proverbial “end run” around Dr.  Joshipura 

and UPR and totally and completely cut out Dr. Joshipura and UPR with respect to the Diabetes 

Patent, which calls into serious question the validity of the Diabetes Patent.  Upon information 

and belief, Dr. Joshipura and UPR had no idea that UCLA had filed and obtained approval of the 

Diabetes Patent. She also did not know that it was licensed to RNA for commercialization. 

139. Nonetheless, with full knowledge that it had received no such assignment from  

Dr. Joshipura and UPR, UCLA nonetheless licensed the Diabetes Patent to RNA and then, with 

UCLA’s full knowledge and consent, RNA licensed the Diabetes Patent to PeriRx. 

140. This is confirmed by the Diabetes Patent itself.  The Publication for U.S. Patent  

Application No. 14/522,975, which was filed October 24, 2014, relating to provisional 

application No. 61/895,185, filed on October 24, 2013, lists the applicant as “The Regents of the 
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University of California, Oakland, CA (US)” and the only inventor listed is “David T.W. Wong, 

Beverly Hills, CA (US).”  There is no mention whatsoever of Dr. Joshipura or UPR. 

141. When confronted about the UPR samples, Wong claimed that he had lost  

the samples.  UPR was and is willing to work with PeriRx but, in order to do so, PeriRx and 

UPR would need the samples from Wong and UCLA, which they are refusing to turn over. 

142. When disputes arose between Wong, RNA and PeriRx with respect to  

the insulin resistance, upon information and belief, Wong and UCLA obtained two NIH RO1 

grants worth millions of dollars to perform a 495 patient clinical trial for insulin resistance 

behind PeriRx’s back and in direct violation of PeriRx’s rights pursuant to the Amended 

Agreement and First Amendment and PeriRx’s election of prediabetes, Type II diabetes and 

insulin resistance as its Third Designated Indication. 

143. Upon information and belief, it is from this clinical trial that UCLA and  

Wong prepared and filed the provisional patent application for UCLA Case No. 2016-086 

entitled “Salivary Extracellular RNA Biomarkers for Detection of Insulin Resistance” (the 

“Provisional Second Diabetes Patent”). 

144. During this time, PeriRx was negotiating with several entities, including LabCorp  

and Temple University, about developing tests for the detection of insulin resistance.  In fact, 

PeriRx had nurtured a seven (7) year relationship with Dr. Marcia Eisenberg, Chief Science 

Officer, and Kellie Watson, Chief Global Business Development Officer, of LabCorp.  However, 

when these entities learned that Wong and UCLA had gone behind PeriRx’s back, done their 

own studies and published research while cutting out PeriRx, both walked away from the table. 

145. Before Wong and UCLA were able to obtain approval of the Provisional Second  
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Diabetes Patent, Dr. Joshipura published her data in abstract form at a scientific meeting, 

effectively vitiating any potential patent rights that could have existed as the information was 

now in the public domain.  It was this public disclosure that prevented the Provisional Second 

Diabetes Patent from being granted. 

146. This action, in effect, rendered a whole body of potentially useful markers 

unpatentable. This damage is magnified by the fact that based on PeriRx discussions with 

potential commercial partners --because Dr. Joshipura already had many years of follow up on 

the patients in this trial as well as on many more of the >1,000 patients in her longitudinal study, 

the potential research and commercial value of these markers was very high. Based on PeriRx 

recommendations there was great interest in the assessing the ability of these markers to identify 

patients with disease progression.  In fact, Dr. Joshipura committed to collaborating with PeriRx 

on this assessment of disease progression. 

147. In early May 2017, Ragan Robertson of UCLA reached out to UPR with respect  

to the Second Provisional Diabetes Patent.  His email states, in relevant parts, 

“I’m reaching out to you to open the discussion regarding the patent application.  We 
currently have an [sic] potentially interested party in the technology, and they are 
currently performing their due diligence.  Ideally, I would like to begin the conversation 
of entering into an IIA with UPR to allow UCLA to continue to manage the prosecution 
for this application…. 
 
In regards to the applications, we are nearing a conversion deadline of May 31, 2017.  
There was a public disclosure back in June 2015, so we only have potential US right in 
this tech.” 
 
148. In response, UPR stated “We do not have an Invention Disclosure from Dr.  

Joshipura (something that he was supposed to do)….” 

149. A further email to UPR later in May 2017 from Ragan Robertson states “I would  

like to begin the conversation about an IIA regarding this technology.” 
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150. Another further email to UPR from Ragan Robertson states “This email is about  

opening the discussions around an IIA for UCLA Case 2016-086.  This technology is for 

Salivary Extracellular RNA Biomarkers for Detection of Insulin Resistance co-developed by 

UCLA faculty and UPR faculty member Dr. Kaumudi Joshipura.” 

151. A further email from Ragan Robertson to UPR states “Of note, while David  

Wong is listed as the only inventor on the provisional application paperwork, our counsel has 

determined that there are two additional inventors besides David, Yong Zhang and Kaumudi 

Joshipura.” 

152. Further emails between Ragan Robertson and UPR show that UCLA  

recommended that the technology in the Second Provisional Diabetes Patent be abandoned. 

153. Notwithstanding, on October 26, 2017, PeriRx received an email from Riverside  

Law attaching a draft amendment to the Diabetes Patent (UCLA Case No. 2013-794, U.S. Patent 

Application No. 14/522,975).  This amendment still listed “David T.W. Wong” as the sole 

inventor of the Diabetes Patent. 

154. In addition, in or around October 2017, an article entitled “Salivary Extracellular  

RNA Biomarkers for Insulin Resistance Detection in Hispanics” was published in Diabetes Res 

Clinical Practice, and Dr. Joshipura and Wong are authors.  The article also notes that the 

research was funded by NIH. 

e. Lung Cancer Indication 

155. In or around 2010, UCLA filed a patent entitled “Salivary Biomarkers for Lung  

Cancer Detection” (US PTO No. US20110207622), and this patent was approved in or around the 

summer of 2011 (the “Lung Cancer Patent”).  This patent centered around seven (7) alleged 

salivary biomarkers for the detection of lung cancer. 
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156. Upon information and belief, the Lung Cancer Patent was based upon an alleged  

study performed by Wong and others that was published in 2012 which was entitled “Development 

of transcriptomic biomarker signature in human saliva to detect lung cancer” (the “Lung Cancer 

Publication”). This article was published in Cellular and Molecular Life Science.  The article 

indicates that it was received January 19, 2012, revised April 23, 2012, and accepted May 7, 2012. 

157. The lead author listed on the article is Dr. Lei Zhang who, prior to 2010, was a  

former post-doctoral fellow at UCLA associated with the School of Dentistry and Dental Research 

Institute at UCLA and who worked directly for Wong. 

158. On or about June 28, 2018, Dr. Zhang disclaimed any awareness of the published  

data, the Lung Cancer Publication, and in writing informed Dr. Jack Martin of PeriRx that, in fact, 

he had never worked on the lung cancer project with Wong.  Dr. Zhang stated, “I left David Wong’s 

group on 2010 and both publications about salivary biomarkers for lung cancer published in 2012 

were not prepared and written by me and I was even not notified by the manuscript submitter 

(whoever it was), neither was I notified by anyone about the licensing of the UCLA salivary 

diagnostic platforms (which I might be a co-inventor).  I raised my concern about this to UCLA, 

but no positive response was given back to me at that time.” 

159. Despite that fact that Dr. Zhang previously raised concerns about the lung cancer  

directly to UCLA, and despite UCLA’s full knowledge that Dr. Zhang disclaimed having ever 

performed any work related to the lung cancer salivary biomarker technology, and despite UCLA’s 

full knowledge that PeriRx was in the midst of doing human clinical trials to develop these 

biomarkers, at no time did UCLA (or Wong) advise PeriRx of Dr. Zhang’s concerns. 

160. In full reliance on the Lung Cancer Patent and the Lung Cancer Publication,  
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starting in 2015, PeriRx designed a US national prospective blind trial after analysis of prior data 

provided by the UCLA Defendants by Dr. Richard Chiacchierini.  At great expense, PeriRx 

designed and conducted a multi-center prospective clinical trial based on the patient-level data 

provided by Wong that was a basis for his publications, including the Lung Cancer Publication.  

This trial was supported by investments from shareholders as well as targeted venture capital 

funding for this specific purpose. These venture funders performed their own in-depth due 

diligence with respect to UCLA, Wong and RNA, during which UCLA, Wong and RNA continued 

to purposefully and intentionally withhold known issues regarding the quality and validity of the 

lung cancer data.  The trial sites included Fox Chase Cancer Center, Main Line Health System and 

Providence St John Ascension Health System in Detroit. 

161. PeriRx reached out to Dr. Wong for advice to reassess his PCR assay techniques  

to ensure that it was not at fault.  No changes to the assay techniques were recommended.  In fact, 

throughout the course of PeriRx’s clinical trials, Wong would often at the request of PeriRx 

participate on phone calls and approve of the work being performed and techniques being used by 

PeriRx and its scientists. 

162. At this time Mr. Swanick spoke to Wong seeking additional guidance and Wong  

informed Mr. Swanick that he had no knowledge of the lung cancer platform.  Wong informed Mr. 

Swanick that he did not read or review the lung cancer manuscript and had no knowledge of the 

lung platform.  Wong advised that Dr. Lei Zhang did all of the work but that he disappeared to 

China and that no one had seen or heard from him.  

163. Despite all of this knowledge, the First Amendment executed by PeriRx and RNA  

specifically added as a new definition, in Section (1)(g) of the First Amendment, that the ““Second 

Designated Indication” shall mean lung cancer.”  This despite the fact that, as of the time of 
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execution of the First Amendment, UCLA, RNA and Wong knew that the lung cancer data was, 

in essence, fictitious and of absolutely no value to PeriRx. 

164. Section 5.1.1(b) of the First Amendment sets forth in detail PeriRx’s obligations  

with respect to the ‘Second Designated Indication’, i.e. lung cancer, and worse, recognizes that 

PeriRx had already initiated a Training Study and was to then initiate a Clinical Trial, again, despite 

the fact that UCLA, RNA and Wong knew that the lung cancer data was, in essence, fictitious and 

of absolutely no value to PeriRx and would not be able to be developed. 

f. Oral Cancer Indication  

165. Under the Original Agreement, the first Indication that PeriRx selected to develop  

was oral cancer. 

166. Initially, the UCLA Defendants, through Wong and RNA, knowingly and  

intentionally misrepresented the state of the data and technology as related to oral cancer in order 

to induce PeriRx into entering into the Original Agreement that was lucrative to the UCLA 

Defendants.  Thereafter, Wong and RNA engaged in an ongoing practice of delay, non-

cooperation and failure to comply with the contract terms.  Wong and RNA acted in their own 

self-interest, contrary to PeriRx’s rights under the Original Agreement, in order to achieve 

personal financial gain for themselves, and ultimately UCLA, and to entirely frustrate the 

purpose of the Original Agreement. 

167. Whenever possible, Wong and RNA would threaten PeriRx’s rights under the  

Original Agreement and demand additional payments from PeriRx to, for example, pay 

attorneys’ fees, to pay a UCLA statistician for data that PeriRx had a right to be provided by 

RNA and Wong pursuant to the contract, to retrieve data required by PeriRx pursuant to the 

Original Agreement in order for PeriRx to fulfill its obligations, and to perform other routine 
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obligations under the Original Agreement, despite the fact that, pursuant to the Original 

Agreement, PeriRx had already paid Wong and RNA in excess of One Million Dollars with 

respect to the Licensed Patents and Products. 

168. It also came to light that UCLA and Wong did not follow accepted laboratory  

practices in record keeping concerning assay developments.  In fact, PeriRx had to track down  

post-doctoral fellows from UCLA to finally get the detailed methodology because UCLA and 

Emily Loughran had failed to assure that their own laboratories were following acceptable 

laboratory practices, techniques, and record keeping for licensed technologies. It became clear to 

PeriRx that UCLA had no standard operating procedure in its laboratory as related to, at a 

minimum, the development of the oral cancer technology.  This required PeriRx to seek 

information from Dr. Janice Joshizawa in order to complete the first oral cancer trial and to develop 

a commercial assay. This would later drive PeriRx to seek the same underlying information from 

Dr. Zhang when data for the lung cancer clinical trials conducted by PeriRx did not reflect the 

results that had been published by Wong and UCLA. 

169. PeriRx hired its own consultant, Dr. Richard Chiacchierini, the founding and 

former director of biometrics at the FDA, to assist in the development of the clinical trials for the 

oral cancer salivary biomarker technology.  PeriRx received several pieces of correspondence 

from Dr. Chiacchierini indicating that the patient level data received from the UCLA Defendants 

identified many inconsistencies between the various clinical studies. 

170. As such, PeriRx was forced to first perform a training set clinical trial in order to 

first determine the best panel for clinical validation.  This was wholly and completely 

unanticipated by PeriRx given the representations by the UCLA Defendants that the technology 

and data for the salivary biomarkers for detection of oral cancer was ready to take to market, i.e. 
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that only a validation clinical trial would have to be performed.  The fact that PeriRx would now 

have to first perform its own training set clinical trial set PeriRx back approximately three (3) 

years.  

171. To confirm Dr. Chiacchierini’s findings and opinions, PeriRx retained yet another  

renowned FDA expert, Thomas M. Tsakeris, a former Senior Director of invitro-diagnostics at 

the FDA, to provide a second independent evaluation of the underlying patient data provided by 

the UCLA Defendants with respect to oral cancer and the UCLA Defendant’s proposed claim for 

OSCC risk stratification.  After reviewing PeriRx’s project and the underlying patient level data 

provided by the UCLA Defendants, Ms. Tsakeris concurred with Dr. Chiacchierini’s opinion 

with respect to the lack of development of the underlying patient level data. 

172. Worse, despite the fact that UCLA was well-aware that the state of the technology  

had been wholly misrepresented by Wong and RNA, UCLA initially refused to extend PeriRx’s 

timeliness for performance under the Original Agreement, even after being told by PeriRx’s 

regulatory and scientific experts that the technology would take twice as long to develop because 

of the knowing and intentional misrepresentations made by Wong and RNA. 

g. UCLA Dissolves RNA; Attempts to Enter Into Agreement with PeriRx 

173. Despite the fact that PeriRx had its agreement with RNA, in late 2018, UCLA,  

through Ragan Robertson and Emily Loughran, advised PeriRx that UCLA was dissolving RNA. 

174. At that time, UCLA advised PeriRx that UCLA wished to enter into a license  

agreement directly with PeriRx, and praised PeriRx, both verbally and in writing, for its 

ingenuity, aptitude, and for the excellent job PeriRx had done in the performance of its 

obligations under the relevant license agreement. 

175. At no time did RNA, UCLA or Wong ever state that PeriRx was in default of its  
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obligations under any of the relevant agreements, nor did PeriRx ever receive a cure request from 

RNA, UCLA or Wong pursuant to any of the agreements. 

176. In late 2018, UCLA presented PeriRx with a new license agreement directly  

between UCLA and PeriRx.  UCLA represented to PeriRx that not only would PeriRx retain the 

same rights that it had in its agreements with RNA, but that UCLA was actually expanding 

PeriRx’s rights. 

177. In fact, pursuant to the UCLA Agreement, UCLA was required to do so.  Section 

3.5 of the UCLA Agreement states as follows: 

If this Agreement is terminated for any reason, then upon the request of each 
Sublicensee, The Regents agree to enter into a license agreement with such 
Sublicensee(s) (each, a “New License Agreement”), the terms of which license 
agreement shall be substantially similar to the terms of the Sublicense granted by 
Licensee to such Sublicensee, including but not limited to sublicense scope, 
sublicense territory, and duration of sublicense grant….” (emphasis supplied). 
 

178. In reality, however, what UCLA was offering to PeriRx was, in essence,  

worthless. 

179.  First and foremost, as detailed above, UCLA and others previously  

violated PeriRx rights to the Point-of-Care technology, namely the two core patents licensed to 

PeriRx relating to POC technology -- (i) High specificity and high sensitivity detection based on 

steric hindrance and enzyme-related signal amplification; and (ii) probe immobilization and 

signal amplification for polymer-based biosensor. Therefore, PeriRx asked that language 

addressing the overlapping patents and to prevent ongoing infringement be included in its 

agreement with UCLA. Notwithstanding, the agreement presented to PeriRx by UCLA was 

entirely silent on these issues.  

180. Instead, the agreement presented to PeriRx by UCLA specifically removed any  
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such representations by UCLA.  While the RNA-PeriRx agreements set forth certain warranties 

by RNA that RNA was, in essence, not aware of any claims for third parties that could call into 

question the rights of RNA, and now UCLA, to grant PeriRx the rights licensed under the 

relevant agreement, UCLA specifically deleted this key language in its proposed agreement to 

PeriRx.  This action speaks volumes. 

181. UCLA was well-aware that it was, and is, these two core patents that were,  

by far, the most valuable rights held by PeriRx pursuant to its licenses with RNA, and UCLA 

sought to retain these rights for its own gain. 

182. This is not surprising given, as set forth in detail above, the relationship already  

established between UCLA and EZ Life Bio, including but not limited to the fact that UCLA at 

that time had already obtained a Five Million Dollar ($5MM) small business grant from the 

National Cancer Institute in order to develop certain POC Technology with EZ Life Bio that had 

already been licensed to PeriRx. 

183. Second, the proposed agreement very narrowly defined the “Field of Use.”   

The extensive language that had been contained in prior agreements with RNAmeTRIX related 

to using the licensed technology in the licensed fields was not included, despite multiple 

representations from UCLA, including Ragan Robertson, that that the agreement being offered 

by UCLA was comparable, and even  contained more extensive rights than, the agreements that 

PeriRx had with RNA.11 

184. Third, the agreement presented to PeriRx by UCLA sought guaranteed  

 
11 In reality, the agreement offered to PeriRx by UCLA gutted many of PeriRx’s rights.  The agreement 
offered by UCLA was less than twenty-five (25) pages, while the RNA-PeriRx Amended Agreement was 
nearly fifty (50) pages. 
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royalties for UCLA with respect to two technologies, as discussed in detail above, UCLA knew, 

or at a minimum should have known, that there were serious questions with respect to whether 

UCLA even owned the technology, and which UCLA knew, because of the acts discussed above, 

were essentially of no value.  While the royalties seemingly did not kick in until the first 

commercial sale, no such sales would have been able to be made unless PeriRx somehow made 

additional discoveries with respect to the licensed technology. Moreover, no such guaranteed 

royalties had been in any of the RNA-PeriRx agreements. 

185. UCLA first sought these guaranteed royalties with respect to lung cancer,  

which, by this time, UCLA not only knew it likely did not actually own, based upon UCLA’s 

failures to obtain assignment of rights from the patent co-inventors, but which UCLA knew had 

likely been fabricated given Dr. Zhang’s disclaimer of ever having worked on the lung cancer 

salivary biomarker technology, and which UCLA knew that Wong himself had disclaimed ever 

performing work on.  This is the essence of bad faith. 

186. UCLA also sought these guaranteed royalties with respect to diabetes and  

insulin resistance, which UCLA not only knew it likely did not actually own, based upon 

UCLA’s failures to obtain assignment of rights from the University of Puerto Rico and Dr. 

Joshipura, but which UCLA knew that a whole class of biomarkers for insulin resistance had 

been rendered unpatentable.  This is the essence of bad faith. 

187. When PeriRx refused to sign such an agreement as presented by UCLA, in March  

2019, UCLA purported to terminate all of PeriRx’s agreements, citing the fact that PeriRx 

refused to sign the agreement that had been offered by UCLA.  This is the essence of bad faith. 

188. Incredibly, in April 2019, Ragan Robertson of UCLA wrote to PeriRx and stated  
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“Please note The Regents are under no contractual obligations with respect to the Wong Portfolio 

to any commercial entity at this time.  While we acknowledge that PeriRx was a sublicensee 

under RNAmeTRIX’s license agreement with The Regents, such license agreement was 

terminated (effective March 15, 2019).”  This is the essence of bad faith, as UCLA knew it was 

obligated, under Section 3.5 of the UCLA Agreement, to offer a substantially similar sublicensee 

to PeriRx. 

189. In light of the foregoing, it is clear that the Defendants, especially UCLA and  

RNA, have engaged in numerous breaches of contract, sought to intentionally defraud PeriRx, 

engaged in multiple acts as well as failures to act, and at all times sought to frustrate PeriRx’s 

ability to develop and commercialize technologies related to the diagnosis of disease indicators 

through saliva as well as the associated POC Technology.   

190. UCLA licensed technology that it knew, or at a minimum should have known,  

that it didn’t actually own; granted an exclusive license to Aruras for technology that it knew had 

already been licensed to PeriRx; allowed EZ Life Bio and Wong and Liquid Diagnostics LLC to 

exploit technology with regards to POC Technology that UCLA knew PeriRx held an exclusive 

right for in the United States and Europe; played an affirmative role in the infringement of 

patented technology that it licensed to RNA, and knew RNA licensed to PeriRx, with full 

knowledge that UCLA was also complicit in its technology was being infringed upon; and, when 

everything came to a head, attempted to once again defraud PeriRx into entering into an 

agreement with UCLA that stripped PeriRx of the only valuable right it had left, the POC 

Technology. 

191. Not only did UCLA, Wong and RNA mislead PeriRx regarding the level of  
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development of the oral cancer technology and falsified research with respect to the lung cancer 

technology, they also applied for patents behind PeriRx’s back with respect to diabetes and 

insulin resistance that directly competed with patents licensed to PeriRx by RNA, stole POC 

Technology that they knew was licensed to PeriRx, took it to China, and then returned only to 

then develop the same technology that was licensed to PeriRx with EZ Life Bio and now 

apparently Liquid Diagnostics LLC, withheld information upon which PeriRx relied to perform 

its obligations, and intentionally and knowingly misrepresented to several companies that PeriRx 

did not own rights that PeriRx did in fact own. 

192. These actions harmed PeriRx and deprived PeriRx and its shareholders of  

the opportunity to commercialize technology which PeriRx rightfully licensed and in which 

PeriRx invested tens of millions of dollars.  PeriRx has been immeasurably damaged by the 

Defendants, especially the UCLA Defendants, who at all times worked to sabotage the entire 

purpose of the relevant agreements for their own self-interest, in violation of the canons of ethics 

for integrity in academia, and to the detriment of millions of patients who very likely would have 

benefitted from academically honest business dealings. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Breach of Contract Against UCLA – Alter Ego) 

 
193. PeriRx re-alleges and incorporates by reference herein each and every  

allegation of paragraphs 1-192 above as if fully set forth herein. 

194. Pursuant to California Law, where a corporation, here RNA, is used by  

another corporation, here UCLA, to perpetrate a fraud and accomplish other wrongful or 

inequitable purposes, a court may disregard the corporate entity, here RNA, and treat the 

corporation’s acts as if they were done by the persons actually controlling the corporation, here 

UCLA. 
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195. Courts may hold one corporation, here UCLA, liable for the acts of  

another affiliated corporation, here RNA, where the latter is so organized and controlled, and its 

affairs so conducted, as to make it merely an instrumentality, agency, conduit or adjunct of 

another corporation, here UCLA. 

196. For example, under the ‘single business enterprise’ theory, this equitable  

doctrine is applied to reflect partnership-type liability principles when corporations integrate 

their resources and operations to achieve a common business purpose. 

197. Relevant factors include identical ownership, commingling of funds, use  

of same employees, disregarding of corporate formalities, and use of one company as a mere 

shell or conduit for the affairs of the other. 

198. Upon information and belief, RNA was merely the alter ego and shell of  

UCLA, and a mere instrumentality by which UCLA conducted business through Wong.  This is 

supported by the fact that the UCLA-RNA license agreement was executed a mere three days 

before the first RNA-PeriRx license agreement. 

199. Each and every agreement discussed below between RNA and PeriRx was  

reviewed, revised, and approved by UCLA prior to execution by RNA and PeriRx, including but 

not limited to by UCLA’s Emily Loughran, UCLA Technology Development Group’s senior 

director of licensing and strategic initiatives,12 Ragan Robertson and Amir Naiberg,, Vice 

Chancellor, CEO and President of the UCLA Technology Development Group, and prior to 

RNA even presenting PeriRx with any such agreement.  This fact was also communicated to 

 
12 Upon information and belief, Ms. Loughran retired from this position on June 27, 2019, and 
was promoted to a senior director position at UCLA. 
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PeriRx hundreds of times by Christopher Byrd, Esq., counsel for RNA, that everything, 

including contracts, must be approved by UCLA and Loughran prior to execution by any party. 

200. Upon information and belief, RNA had no ability to make any decisions regarding  

licensing or sublicensing independent of UCLA. 

201. Throughout the course of the relationship between UCLA, RNA and PeriRx,  

whenever the myriad of issues discussed below arose between UCLA, RNA and PeriRx, PeriRx 

reached out to UCLA directly, namely Emily Loughran and later, Ragan Robertson.   

202. On multiple occasions, PeriRx communicated with UCLA regarding issues it was  

having securing the cooperation of Wong per his and RNA’s obligations under the relevant 

agreements.  Never was UCLA’s response to PeriRx to deal with RNA and Wong directly. 

203. In fact, in a letter to PeriRx dated April 22, 2019, Ragan Robertson of UCLA’s  

Technology Development Group (“TDG”) stated “[w]e view UCLA TDG’s relationship with 

PeriRx over the past several years as a successful one and we hope to build upon that success.” 

204. Upon information and belief, UCLA held an ownership interest in RNA. 

205. Upon information and belief, no corporate formalities were followed by 

RNA. 

206. Upon information and belief, RNA was not adequately capitalized and, in 

fact, the only capital ever held by RNA were funds paid to RNA by PeriRx or federal monies in 

the form of grants for which UCLA held the purse strings and gave money to Wong as a 

professor at UCLA. 

207. Upon information and belief, transactions between UCLA and RNA were  

not conducted at arm’s length.  Further, the final decision maker with respect to any contracts 

between RNA and PeriRx was, as set forth above, UCLA.  
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208. Upon information and belief, RNA has no board of directors, maintains no  

corporate records, holds no corporate meetings and maintains no minutes of meetings. 

209. For years, it was UCLA, not RNA, that provided PeriRx with bills for  

legal and other fees that UCLA had allegedly incurred for patent prosecution for patents licensed 

to PeriRx by RNA.  And PeriRx made these payments directly to UCLA, not to RNA. 

210. Upon information and belief, it was UCLA that directed Wong to have RNA  

allegedly terminate its relationship with UCLA and exercise RNA’s right to terminate the UCLA 

Agreement.  At that time, as discussed below, UCLA reached out to PeriRx directly regarding 

the execution of a license agreement directly between UCLA and PeriRx. 

211. Of note, looking to the UCLA Agreement, RNA’s alleged termination is not even  

proper pursuant to the terms of the UCLA Agreement.  On December 15, 2018, Wong, allegedly 

on behalf RNA, sent an email to Ragan Robertson of UCLA allegedly terminating the UCLA 

Agreement.  Also of note, Wong sent this alleged notice of termination from his UCLA email 

account. 

212. However, pursuant to the notice provision of the UCLA Agreement, specifically  

Section 19.1 thereof, “[a]ny notice…required to be given to either party must be sent to the 

respective address given below and is effective:  (a) on the date of delivery if delivered in 

person; (b) five days after mailing if mailed by first-class certified mail, postage paid, or (c) on 

the next business day if sent by overnight delivery.”  It does not provide for service via email.   

213. As such, there is a unity of interest between UCLA and RNA sufficient to  

hold UCLA responsible for the acts and omissions of RNA, and it would be inequitable for 

UCLA to escape liability for the acts of RNA. 

214. As such, this Court should find that RNA was the mere alter ego of UCLA, pierce  
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the corporate veil, and hold UCLA liable for all acts of RNA. 

215. In addition, because Wong was an employee of UCLA, UCLA should be  

held liable for all acts of Wong under a theory of respondeat superior. 

216. In early 2010, PeriRx entered into a series of discussions and negotiations with  

Wong whereby PeriRx would work jointly with Wong, utilizing patents which belonged to 

UCLA, to develop and commercialize certain diagnostic technologies. 

217. By the end of 2010, PeriRx and Wong were working towards an agreement,  

though it was clearly understood that the core technology that PeriRx wished to license actually 

belonged to UCLA, as UCLA was the holder of the patents. 

218. Upon information and belief, in or around late 2010, Wong, with the assistance of  

and at the urging of UCLA, established RNA as a shell corporation and for the sole purpose of 

entering into an agreement to license patents owned by UCLA to PeriRx. 

219. As set forth above, on or about December 17, 2010, RNA and UCLA entered into  

the UCLA Agreement, pursuant to which UCLA granted RNA an exclusive license to certain 

patents to RNA to allow RNA to then sublicense these patents to other entities, like PeriRx, in 

order to pursue the development and commercialization of various kinds of diagnostic 

technology, including but not limited to detection of certain biological salivary biomarkers and 

Point-Of-Care technologies.  

220. Thereafter, a mere three days later, on December 20, 2010, RNA and PeriRx  

entered into the Original Agreement. 

221. Upon information and believe, when UCLA and RNA entered into the UCLA  

Agreement, both UCLA and RNA were well-aware that the patents that UCLA licensed to RNA 

pursuant to the UCLA Agreement had already been negotiated and agreed to then be sublicensed 
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by RNA to PeriRx and, as set forth above and below, UCLA was heavily involved in the 

negotiation, revision and ultimately execution of the Original Agreement between RNA and 

PeriRx, as well as the Amended Agreement and First Amendment. 

222. UCLA was well-aware that the patents and patent-pending technology  

that it licensed to RNA was being sublicensed to PeriRx. 

223. In the same manner, UCLA was also well-aware of the numerous subsequent  

Amended Agreements, as UCLA also negotiated, revised and approved the Amended 

Agreements prior to RNA and PeriRx entering into these agreements. 

224. PeriRx and RNA entered into a series of agreements, including the  

Original Agreement, Amended Agreement and First Amendment (the “PeriRx-RNA 

Agreements”). 

225. PeriRx and RNA entered into the PeriRx-RNA Agreements with the full  

knowledge and consent of UCLA. 

226. PeriRx fully performed covenants, conditions and obligations pursuant to  

the PeriRx-RNA Agreements, despite the UCLA Defendants continued attempts to frustrate 

PeriRx’s performance under the agreements. 

227. The Original Agreement gave PeriRx exclusive research rights to the  

Licensed Patents and Products to the extent necessary to conduct clinical trials of Licensed 

Patents and Products, including POC Devices and Technologies, as related to the detection of 

identified Indications, and to pursue regulatory approval of and to commercialize such 

technology. 

228. In addition, in 2017, PeriRx was also granted an exclusive commercial license to  
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commercially exploit the Licensed Patents and Products through, among other things, the used of 

POC Devices and Technologies.  The Original Agreement purported to give PeriRx the exclusive 

right to develop and commercialize adaptations of the Licensed Patents and Products in the fields 

of oral cancel, lung cancer, breast cancer, gastric cancer, pancreatic cancer and Sjogren’s 

syndrome.  Other rights were granted with respect to insulin resistance and diabetes, ovarian 

cancer and Alzheimer’s disease.  PeriRx was also granted the rights to using POC Devices and 

Technologies in the fields of biodefense and infectious disease. 

229. Despite PeriRx’s repeated demands to be involved in patent prosecution, PeriRx  

was arbitrarily and intentionally barred from any meaningful comment and/or input in the patent 

prosecution process while the UCLA Defendants incurred massive legal bills that were passed on 

to PeriRx in the hope that PeriRx would run out of funding and the patent rights would revert to 

the UCLA where they might be sold again. 

i. Point of Care Technology 

230. The two core patents licensed to PeriRx relating to POC technology were: (i)  

High specificity and high sensitivity detection based on steric hindrance and enzyme-related 

signal amplification (UCLA Case No. 2007-527); and (ii) probe immobilization and signal 

amplification for polymer-based biosensor (UCLA Case No. 2008-306) (collectively the “POC 

Patents”).  PeriRx had a license to this technology in both the United States and Europe.  

231. Notwithstanding the fact that PeriRx had an exclusive right to the POC Patents in  

both the United States and Europe, on October 24, 2017, UCLA entered into an Exclusive 

License Agreement with Aruras Holdings, LLC (“Aruras”), wherein Aruras was led to believe 

that they owned these rights causing Aruras to threaten to sue PeriRx for patent infringement.    

232. Notwithstanding the fact that PeriRx had an exclusive right to the POC  
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Patents in both the United States and Europe, UCLA entered into this Exclusive License 

Agreement with Aruras, wherein UCLA granted an exclusive license to Aruras with respect to 

“Method for Exosomal Biomarker Detection by Electric Field-Induced Release and 

Measurement (UCLA Case No. 2011-696)” also known as EFIRM.  UCLA licensed EFIRM to 

Aruras in both the United States and Europe. 

233. Crucial steps in the EFIRM method are methods for which PeriRx already  

had an exclusive license for the patent, namely “Probe immobilization and signal amplification 

for polymer-based biosensor.” Other steps also use core processes included in the two patents 

licensed to PeriRx. 

234. This fact is proven by the language of the EFIRM Patent itself.  The EFIRM  

Patent was filed under U.S. Patent Application No. 14/119,843, with a priority date of May 24, 

2011.  The application claimed priority benefit of U.S. provisional patent application Ser. No. 

61/489,634 filed May 24, 2011.  The inventors listed in the EFIRM Patent are David T. Wong, 

Fang Wei, and Wei Liao.  The EFIRM Patent indicates that the work was funded by a granted 

awarded by NIH. 

235. Under “Patent Citations,” the EFIRM Patent lists “High specificity and high  

sensitivity detection based on steric hindrance & enzyme-related signal amplification,” owned by 

The Regents of the University of California. Under “Family to Family Citations,” the EFIRM 

Patent lists “Probe immobilization and signal amplification for polymer-based biosensor,” owned 

by The Regents of the University of California. 

236. The POC Patents licensed to PeriRx discuss using an electrical field  

reaction to drive a reaction between a probe and a target marker in order to stimulate release of 

biomarkers including DNA mutations from complex body fluids with cellular elements.  The 
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EFIRM patent was nothing different – it discussed applying electricity to get mutated DNA 

markers to be released from exosomes that contain DNA to detect and capture using an electrical 

field.  Because the EFIRM patent used the term “exosomes,” UCLA and Wong called it a new 

invention, which it was not. 

237. On or about March 4, 2018, PeriRx met with Dr. Raouf Guirguis of Aruras.  At 

that time, Dr. Guirguis was of then opinion that Aruras was “the exclusive worldwide licensee of 

all David Wong et al. Salivary Marker Patents that are owned or assigned to “The Regents of the 

University of California,” and did not understand how “you [PeriRx] can make a claim on the 

patents that are owned by “The Regents University of California” that are licensed exclusively to 

my company Aruras.” 

238. In fact, Dr. Guirguis and Aruras threatened to sue PeriRx for patent infringement,  

despite that fact that a number of patents that Aruras was claiming it had licensed from UCLA 

had already been licensed by UCLA to RNA, and from RNA to PeriRx. 

239. Notwithstanding, after further assessing the patents that had been licensed by  

UCLA to RNA and by RNA to PeriRx, even Dr. Guirguis himself agreed that patents that had 

been licensed by UCLA to RNA and then to PeriRx overlapped with patents that had been 

licensed from UCLA to Aruras, because EFIRM was applied using methods that were already 

licensed to PeriRx, namely “Probe immobilization and signal amplification for polymer-based 

biosensor (UCLA Case No. 2008-306) and “High specificity and high sensitivity detection based 

on steric hindrance and enzyme-related signal amplification (UCLA Case No. 2007-527).  

240. UCLA and Wong have been involved with EZLife Bio, Inc., where it appears that  

he has transferred data and commercialization rights for the Point-of-Care and other technology 

that he researched and licensed to PeriRx via the EFIRM platform, including  detection of 
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biomarkers for lung cancer, which were core rights licensed to PeriRx from the RNA with UCLA’s 

knowledge and consent.   

241. EZLife Bio’s website displays an EFIRM (electric field induced release and  

measurement) product that is used for performing accurate genetic disease testing through the use 

of patient saliva samples.  Moreover, EZLife offers an Oasis Saliva Collector for rapid, non-

invasive collection of saliva, which can be placed in an EZLife platform device for rapid detection 

of biomarkers.  This type of technology directly conflicts with the work Wong was to perform with 

PeriRx and the rights licensed to PeriRx, namely the POC Patent for which PeriRx owns the 

exclusive rights in both the United States and Europe. 

242. In or around October 2018, right after the EFIRM Patent was granted, UCLA,  

Wong and EZ Life Bio obtained a Five Million Dollar ($5MM) small business grant from the 

National Cancer Institute in order to develop certain POC technology which was licensed by 

UCLA to RNA and by RNA to PeriRx, in violation of the Original and Amended Agreements 

and the First Amendment, which specifically license rights to develop technology stemming 

from the POC Patents to PeriRx 

243. In January 2021, PeriRx became aware of a company called Liquid Diagnostics  

LLC.  Incredibly, a COVID-19 test advertised by Liquid Diagnostics LLC is based on  

probe immobilization on gels, utilizing the methods of the “Probe immobilization and signal 

amplification for polymer-based biosensor (UCLA Case No. 2008-306) licensed to PeriRx, 

though Liquid Diagnostics refers to the method used as EFIRM.  Upon information and belief, 

the platform being commercialized and sold by Liquid Diagnostics also utilizes signal 

amplification methods of the “High specificity and high sensitivity detection based on steric 
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hindrance and enzyme-related signal amplification (UCLA Case No. 2007-527) patent, also 

licensed to PeriRx. 

244. Upon information and belief, to date, EZ Life Bio and Liquid Diagnostics LLC,  

through Wong and UCLA, are currently developing POC technology that was specifically and 

exclusively licensed to PeriRx via the POC Patents. 

245. More specifically, EFIRM, as being applied by EZLife Bio and Liquid  

Diagnostics, LLC, specifically incorporates and relies upon probe immobilization and signal 

amplification after release, methods which are and were specifically licensed to PeriRx, namely 

via the POC Patents -- “Probe immobilization and signal amplification for polymer-based 

biosensor (UCLA Case No. 2008-306) and “High specificity and high sensitivity detection based 

on steric hindrance and enzyme-related signal amplification (UCLA Case No. 2007-527). 

246. As PeriRx was spending millions to develop the Point-of-Care technology, Wong  

took it upon himself to intentionally misrepresent to several companies with whom PeriRx was 

negotiating to commercialize the Point-of-Care technology, including Hoffman LaRoche, that 

PeriRx did not have any rights to the Point-of-Care technology, despite the fact that PeriRx had 

an exclusive license in the United States and Europe to the POC Patents.  Because of these 

intentional, material, wrongful misrepresentations by Wong, PeriRx was forced to cease its 

efforts to developing the Point-of-Care technology. 

247. In light of the foregoing, UCLA breached the UCLA Agreement and the PeriRx- 

RNA Agreements, which granted PeriRx the exclusive rights and licenses to clinically validate 

through clinical trials and seek regulatory approval for saliva-based diagnostic products for 

diagnosis of each selected Indication and the Point-of-Care devices, among other rights.  PeriRx 
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was also granted an exclusive license to and the exclusive right to seek a commercial partner to 

manufacture and market the Indications as well as the Point-of-Care devices. 

ii. Diabetes and Insulin Resistance  

248. On June 11, 2013, UCLA and RNA entered into a Third Amendment to Exclusive  

License Agreement (the “Third UCLA Amendment”), whereby UCLA licensed to RNA “UCLA 

Case No. 2013-794: ‘Salivary Biomarkers for Pre-diabetes and Type II Diabetes” (the “Diabetes 

Patent”).  The Third UCLA Amendment was executed by Emily Loughran on behalf of UCLA. 

249. Pursuant to the First Amendment to the RNA-PeriRx Amended Agreement, one  

of the patents licensed to PeriRx by RNA included the “Salivary Biomarkers for Prediabetes and 

Type 2 diabetes”.  (See Appendix A to the First Amendment). 

250. As such, UCLA, knowing that it licensed the Diabetes Patent to RNA, also knew,  

having reviewed and approved the First Amendment, that RNA had then licensed the Diabetes 

Patent to PeriRx. 

251. On February 11, 2016, pursuant to the Article 3, Paragraphs 3.6, 3.6.1 and 3.6.2  

of the Amended Agreement, PeriRx gave RNA formal notice of PeriRx’s substitution of pre-

diabetes, Type II diabetes, and insulin resistance as its Third Designated Indication.   

252. In December 2017, PeriRx received directly from UCLA, after lengthy discussion  

with Ragan Robertson, Ph.D., Technology Transfer and Information Systems Officer for UCLA, 

a copy of a provisional patent application for UCLA Case No. 2016-086 entitled “Salivary 

Extracellular RNA Biomarkers for Detection of Insulin Resistance.” 

253. In an email from Christopher Byrd, Esq. on or about August 15, 2017, Mr.  

Byrd wrote to PeriRx and its counsel and stated “Yes, agreed that “insulin resistance” would fall 

within the scope of “diabetes and prediabetes”.” 
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254. What PeriRx was not aware of when it entered into the Original Agreement and  

Amended Agreement is that, once again, UCLA had utterly and completely failed to use the 

proper channels to credit co-inventors with respect to the Diabetes Patent and had utterly and 

completely failed to obtain the necessary assignments of rights from other collaborators/co-

inventors of the Diabetes Patent. 

255. For the diabetes research underlying the Diabetes Patent, Wong and UCLA  

had obtained and used patient samples from Dr. Kaumudi Joshipura at the University of Puerto 

Rico (“UPR”).  Upon information and belief, Wong and UCLA were, at all relevant times, in 

possession of the samples that Wong and UCLA had obtained from Dr. Joshipura and UPR.  

256. Notwithstanding the fact that the samples used for the research underlying the  

Diabetes Patent belonged to Dr. Joshipura and UPR and the efforts of Dr. Joshipura on behalf of 

UPR with respect to the Diabetes Patent, as set forth above, UCLA never obtained any 

assignment of rights from Dr. Joshipura or UPR. 

257. With full knowledge that it had received no such assignment from  

Dr. Joshipura and UPR, UCLA nonetheless licensed the Diabetes Patent to RNA and then, with 

UCLA’s full knowledge and consent, RNA licensed the Diabetes Patent to PeriRx. 

258. This is confirmed by the Diabetes Patent itself.  The Publication for U.S. Patent  

Application No. 14/522,975, which was filed October 24, 2014, relating to provisional 

application No. 61/895,185, filed on October 24, 2013, lists the applicant as “The Regents of the 

University of California, Oakland, CA (US)” and the only inventor listed is “David T.W. Wong, 

Beverly Hills, CA (US).”  There is no mention whatsoever of Dr. Joshipura or UPR. 

259. When confronted about the UPR samples, Wong claimed that he had lost  
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the samples.  UPR was and is willing to work with PeriRx but, in order to do so, PeriRx and 

UPR would need the samples from Wong and UCLA, which they are refusing to turn over. 

260. In or about 2017, when disputes arose between Wong, RNA and PeriRx with  

respect to the insulin resistance, upon information and belief, Wong and UCLA obtained two 

NIH RO1 grants worth millions of dollars to perform a 495 patient clinical trial for insulin 

resistance behind PeriRx’s back and in direct violation of PeriRx’s rights pursuant to the 

Amended Agreement and First Amendment and PeriRx’s election of prediabetes, Type II 

diabetes and insulin resistance as its Third Designated Indication. 

261. Upon information and belief, it is from this clinical trial that UCLA and  

Wong prepared and filed the provisional patent application for UCLA Case No. 2016-086 

entitled “Salivary Extracellular RNA Biomarkers for Detection of Insulin Resistance” (the 

“Provisional Second Diabetes Patent”). 

262. During this time, PeriRx was negotiating with several entities, including LabCorp  

and Temple University, about developing tests for the detection of insulin resistance.  In fact, 

PeriRx had nurtured a seven (7) year relationship with Dr. Marcia Eisenberg, Chief Science 

Officer, and Kellie Watson, Chief Global Business Development Officer, of LabCorp.  However, 

when these entities learned that Wong and UCLA had gone behind PeriRx’s back, done their 

own studies and published research while cutting out PeriRx, both walked away from the table. 

263. Before Wong and UCLA were able to obtain approval of the Provisional Second  

Diabetes Patent, Dr. Joshipura published her data in abstract form at a scientific meeting, 

effectively vitiating any potential patent rights that could have existed as the information was 

now in the public domain.  It was this public disclosure that prevented the Provisional Second 

Diabetes Patent from being granted. 
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264. This action, in effect, rendered a whole body of potentially useful markers 

unpatentable. This damage is magnified by the fact that based on PeriRx discussions with 

potential commercial partners --because Dr. Joshipura already had many years of follow up on 

the patients in this trial as well as on many more of the >1,000 patients in her longitudinal study, 

the potential research and commercial value of these markers was very high. Based on PeriRx 

recommendations, there was great interest in the assessing the ability of these markers to identify 

patients with disease progression.  In fact, Dr. Joshipura committed to collaborating with PeriRx 

on this assessment of disease progression. 

265. In early May 2017, Ragan Robertson of UCLA reached out to UPR with respect  

to the Second Provisional Diabetes Patent.  His email states, in relevant parts, 

“I’m reaching out to you to open the discussion regarding the patent application.  We 
currently have an [sic] potentially interested party in the technology, and they are 
currently performing their due diligence.  Ideally, I would like to begin the conversation 
of entering into an IIA with UPR to allow UCLA to continue to manage the prosecution 
for this application…. 
 
In regards to the applications, we are nearing a conversion deadline of May 31, 2017.  
There was a public disclosure back in June 2015, so we only have potential US right in 
this tech.” 
 
266. In response, UPR stated “We do not have an Invention Disclosure from Dr.  

Joshipura (something that he was supposed to do)….” 

267. Another further email to UPR from Ragan Robertson states “This email is about  

opening the discussions around an IIA for UCLA Case 2016-086.  This technology is for 

Salivary Extracellular RNA Biomarkers for Detection of Insulin Resistance co-developed by 

UCLA faculty and UPR faculty member Dr. Kaumudi Joshipura.” 

268. A further email from Ragan Robertson to UPR states “Of note, while David  
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Wong is listed as the only inventor on the provisional application paperwork, our counsel has 

determined that there are two additional inventors besides David, Yong Zhang and Kaumudi 

Joshipura.” 

269. Further emails between Ragan Robertson and UPR show that UCLA  

recommended that the technology in the Second Provisional Diabetes Patent be abandoned. 

270. Notwithstanding, on October 26, 2017, PeriRx received an email from Riverside  

Law attaching a draft amendment to the Diabetes Patent (UCLA Case No. 2013-794, U.S. Patent 

Application No. 14/522,975).  This amendment still listed “David T.W. Wong” as the sole 

inventor of the Diabetes Patent. 

271. In light of the foregoing, UCLA breach the UCLA Agreement, which granted  

RNA, and the PeriRx-RNA Agreements, which granted PeriRx the exclusive rights and licenses 

from to clinically validate through clinical trials and seek regulatory approval for saliva-based 

diagnostic products for diagnosis of each selected Indication, which included Insulin Resistance 

and Diabetes, among other rights.  PeriRx was also granted an exclusive license to and the 

exclusive right to seek a commercial partner to manufacture and market the Indications as well 

as the Point-of-Care devices. 

iii. Lung Cancer Indication Pursuant to the First Amendment 

272. In or around 2010, UCLA filed a patent entitled “Salivary Biomarkers for Lung  

Cancer Detection” (US PTO No. US20110207622), and this patent was approved in or around the 

summer of 2011 (the “Lung Cancer Patent”).  This patent centered around seven (7) alleged 

salivary biomarkers for the detection of lung cancer. 

273. The lead author listed on the article is Dr. Lei Zhang who, prior to 2010, was a  
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former post-doctoral fellow at UCLA associated with the School of Dentistry and Dental Research 

Institute at UCLA and who worked directly for Wong. 

274. On or about June 28, 2018, Dr. Zhang disclaimed any awareness of the published  

data, the Lung Cancer Publication, and in writing informed Dr. Jack Martin of PeriRx that, in fact, 

he had never worked on the lung cancer project with Wong.  Dr. Zhang stated, “I left David Wong’s 

group on 2010 and both publications about salivary biomarkers for lung cancer published in 2012 

were not prepared and written by me and I was even not notified by the manuscript submitter 

(whoever it was), neither was I notified by anyone about the licensing of the UCLA salivary 

diagnostic platforms (which I might be a co-inventor).  I raised my concern about this to UCLA, 

but no positive response was given back to me at that time.” 

275. Despite that fact that Dr. Zhang previously raised concerns about the lung cancer  

directly to UCLA, and despite UCLA’s full knowledge that Dr. Zhang disclaimed having ever 

performed any work related to the lung cancer salivary biomarker technology, and despite UCLA’s 

full knowledge that PeriRx was in the midst of doing human clinical trials to develop these 

biomarkers, at no time did UCLA (or Wong) advise PeriRx of Dr. Zhang’s concerns. 

276. PeriRx reached out to Dr. Wong for advice to reassess his PCR assay techniques  

to ensure that it was not at fault.  No changes to the assay techniques were recommended.  In fact, 

throughout the course of PeriRx’s clinical trials from 2015 through 2018, Wong would often at the 

request of PeriRx participate on phone calls and approve of the work being performed and 

techniques being used by PeriRx and its scientists. 

277. At this time Mr. Swanick spoke to Wong seeking additional guidance and Wong  

informed Mr. Swanick that he had no knowledge of the lung cancer platform.  Wong informed Mr. 

Swanick that he did not read or review the lung cancer manuscript and had no knowledge of the 
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lung platform.  Wong advised that Dr. Lei Zhang did all of the work but that he disappeared to 

China and that no one had seen or heard from him.  

278. Despite all of this knowledge, the First Amendment executed by PeriRx and RNA  

specifically added as a new definition, in Section (1)(g) of the First Amendment, that the ““Second 

Designated Indication” shall mean lung cancer.”  This despite the fact that, as of the time of 

execution of the First Amendment, UCLA, RNA and Wong knew that the lung cancer data was, 

in essence, fictitious and of absolutely no value to PeriRx. 

279. Section 5.1.1(b) of the First Amendment sets forth in detail PeriRx’s obligations  

with respect to the ‘Second Designated Indication’, i.e. lung cancer, and worse, recognizes that 

PeriRx had already initiated a Training Study and was to then initiate a Clinical Trial, again, despite 

the fact that UCLA, RNA and Wong knew that the lung cancer data was, in essence, fictitious and 

of absolutely no value to PeriRx and would not be able to be developed. 

280. As such, UCLA breached the UCLA Agreement and PeriRx-RNA Agreements by  

contractually obligating PeriRx to develop the Lung Cancer Indication while knowing that the lung 

cancer data was fictitious. Each act from 2015 to 2018 by UCLA, and UCLA via Wong, whereby 

UCLA and/or Wong continued to advise and approve of the work being performed by PeriRx 

constitutes a breach of the agreements. 

281. In light of the foregoing, it is clear that the Defendants, especially UCLA and  

RNA, have engaged in numerous breaches of contract, sought to intentionally defraud PeriRx, 

engaged in multiple acts as well as failures to act, and at all times sought to frustrate PeriRx’s 

ability to develop and commercialize technologies related to the diagnosis of disease indicators 

through saliva as well as the associated POC Technology.   

282. UCLA licensed technology that it knew, or at a minimum should have known,  
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that it didn’t actually own; granted an exclusive license to Aruras for technology that it knew had 

already been licensed to PeriRx; allowed EZ Life Bio and Wong and Liquid Diagnostics LLC to 

exploit technology with regards to POC Technology that UCLA knew PeriRx held an exclusive 

right for in the United States and Europe; played an affirmative role in the infringement of 

patented technology that it licensed to RNA, and knew RNA licensed to PeriRx, with full 

knowledge that UCLA was also complicit in the fact that its technology was being infringed 

upon; and, when everything came to a head, attempted to once again defraud PeriRx into 

entering into an agreement with UCLA that stripped PeriRx of the only valuable right it had left, 

the POC Technology. 

283. UCLA, Wong and RNA also applied for patents behind PeriRx’s back with  

respect to diabetes and insulin resistance that directly competed with patents licensed to PeriRx 

by RNA, stole POC Technology that they knew was licensed to PeriRx, took it to China, and 

then returned only to then develop the same technology that was licensed to PeriRx with EZ Life 

Bio and now apparently Liquid Diagnostics LLC, withheld information upon which PeriRx 

relied to perform its obligations, and intentionally and knowingly misrepresented to several 

companies that PeriRx did not own rights that PeriRx did in fact own. 

284. These actions harmed PeriRx and deprived PeriRx and its shareholders of  

the opportunity to commercialize technology which PeriRx rightfully licensed and in which 

PeriRx invested tens of millions of dollars.  PeriRx has been immeasurably damaged by the 

Defendants, especially the UCLA Defendants, who at all times worked to sabotage the entire 

purpose of the relevant agreements for their own self-interest, in violation of the canons of ethics 

for integrity in academia, and to the detriment of millions of patients who very likely would have 

benefitted from academically honest business dealings. 
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285. As such, as a direct and proximate result of UCLA’s numerous breaches of  

contract, PeriRx has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial but believed to be no less 

than $250,000,000.  PeriRx was deprived of the benefit of its bargains, lost monies invested as 

the UCLA Agreement and the PeriRx-RNA Agreements were completed frustrated by the acts of 

UCLA, and the value of the UCLA Agreement and PeriRx-RNA Agreements were completely 

sabotaged and destroyed by UCLA by, among other things, destroying PeriRx’s ability to 

commercialize the Licensed Technologies and Licensed Patents and rendering the relevant 

agreements completely valueless to PeriRx. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Breach of Contract Against UCLA – Third Party Beneficiary) 

 
286. PeriRx re-alleges and incorporates by reference herein each and every  

allegation of paragraphs 1-285 above as if fully set forth herein. 

287. In early 2010, PeriRx entered into a series of discussions and negotiations with  

Wong whereby PeriRx would work jointly with Wong, utilizing patents which belonged to 

UCLA, to develop and commercialize certain diagnostic technologies. 

288. By the end of 2010, PeriRx and Wong were working towards an agreement,  

though it was clearly understood that the core technology that PeriRx wished to license actually 

belonged to UCLA, as UCLA was the holder of the patents. 

289. Upon information and belief, in or around late 2010, Wong, with the assistance of  

and at the urging of UCLA, established RNA as a shell corporation and for the sole purpose of 

entering into an agreement to license patents owned by UCLA to PeriRx. 

290. As set forth above, on or about December 17, 2010, RNA and UCLA entered into  

the UCLA Agreement, pursuant to which UCLA granted RNA an exclusive license to certain 

patents to RNA to allow RNA to then sublicense these patents to other entities, like PeriRx, in 
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order to pursue the development and commercialization of various kinds of diagnostic 

technology, including but not limited to detection of certain biological salivary biomarkers and 

Point-Of-Care technologies.  

291. Upon information and believe, when UCLA and RNA entered into the UCLA  

Agreement, both UCLA and RNA were well-aware that the patents that UCLA licensed to RNA 

pursuant to the UCLA Agreement had already been negotiated and agreed to then be sublicensed 

by RNA to PeriRx.  As set forth above and below, UCLA was heavily involved in the 

negotiation, revision and ultimately execution of the Original Agreement between RNA and 

PeriRx, as well as the Amended Agreement and First Amendment. 

292. As such, the UCLA Agreement was made expressly for the benefit of PeriRx,  

such that RNA and Wong could license the exact same patents and technology licensed to RNA 

by UCLA in the UCLA Agreement to PeriRx, and this is exactly what the Original Agreement 

did, i.e. RNA licensed to PeriRx the same patents and technology that RNA was given licenses 

to pursuant to the UCLA Agreement.   

293. Based upon the timing of the agreements, the heavy involvement of UCLA in all  

negotiations, most notably UCLA’s substantial involvement in the RNA-PeriRx agreements, the 

fact that the exact same patents and technology were licensed via the respective agreements, the 

fact that UCLA dealt with PeriRx directly for all patent and patent prosecution issues without the 

involvement of Wong or RNA, among other things, the acts of UCLA created a duty and 

established a privity between UCLA and PeriRx with respect to UCLA obligations to RNA, and 

by extension PeriRx, pursuant to the UCLA Agreement. 

294. Here, UCLA made several promises in the UCLA Agreement which, if  

performed, would have benefitted PeriRx. 
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295. Most notably, pursuant to Section 3.5 of the UCLA Agreement, UCLA had  

certain obligations to Sublicensees, namely PeriRx, if the UCLA Agreement was terminated.  

Section 3.5 of the UCLA Agreement states: 

If this Agreement is terminated for any reason, then upon the request of each 
Sublicensee, The Regents agree to enter into a license agreement with such 
Sublicensee(s) (each, a “New License Agreement”), the terms of which license 
agreement shall be substantially similar to the terms of the Sublicense granted by 
Licensee to such Sublicensee, including but not limited to sublicense scope, 
sublicense territory, and duration of sublicense grant….” (emphasis supplied). 
 

296. As such, PeriRx was and is a third-party beneficiary of the UCLA Agreement. 

297. On December 20, 2010, a mere three days after the execution of the UCLA  

Agreement, PeriRx and RNA entered the Original Agreement pursuant to which PeriRx obtained 

certain rights and licenses to certain patented and patent-pending technologies from RNA that 

RNA had licensed from UCLA pursuant to the UCLA Agreement. 

298. As set forth above, UCLA was well-aware of the Original Agreement, as UCLA  

and its attorneys were heavily involved in the negotiation, revisions of and approved the Original 

Agreement prior to RNA and PeriRx entering into the agreement. In fact, the Original 

Agreement is a sublicense of the UCLA agreement. 

299. As such, UCLA was well-aware that the patents and patent-pending technology  

that it licensed to RNA was being sublicensed to PeriRx. 

300. In the same manner, UCLA was also well-aware of the numerous subsequent  

Amended Agreements, as UCLA also negotiated, revised and approved the Amended 

Agreements prior to RNA and PeriRx entering into these agreements. 

301. PeriRx and RNA entered into a series of agreements, including the  

Original Agreement, Amended Agreement and First Amendment (the “PeriRx-RNA 

Agreements”). 
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302. PeriRx and RNA entered into the PeriRx-RNA Agreements with the full  

knowledge and consent of UCLA. 

303. PeriRx fully performed covenants, conditions and obligations pursuant to  

the PeriRx-RNA Agreements, despite the UCLA Defendants continued attempts to frustrate 

PeriRx’s performance under the agreements. 

304. As set forth in great detail in Paragraphs 16 through 188 and 230 through 280 

above, UCLA breached the UCLA Agreement and, by extension, the PeriRx-RNA 

Agreements by: 

a. Breaching the exclusivity provisions of the agreements with respect to the 

POC technology and POC Patents by entering into an Exclusive License 

Agreement with Aruras wherein UCLA granted an exclusive license to Aruras 

for EFIRM and the EFIRM Patent despite the fact that crucial steps in the 

EFIRM method are methods for which PeriRx already held an exclusive 

license; 

b. Breaching the exclusivity provisions of the agreements with respect to the 

POC technology and POC Patents by facilitating breaches of the UCLA 

Agreement and PeriRx-RNA Agreements by, among other things, obtaining a 

Five Million Dollar ($5 MM) small business grant from the National Cancer 

Institute and working directly with EZ Life Bio (and now, as recently 

discovered by PeriRx, Liquid Diagnostics LLC) to develop EFIRM and the 

EFIRM Patent despite the fact that crucial steps in the EFIRM method are 

methods for which PeriRx already held an exclusive license; 
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c. Breaching the exclusivity provisions of the agreements with respect to insulin 

resistance and diabetes by, among other things, refusing to recognize PeriRx’s 

rights with respect to insulin resistance and facilitating Wong and RNA to 

compete directly with PeriRx in the field of insulin resistance by, among other 

things, obtaining a NIH grant to perform a 495 patient clinical trial for insulin 

resistance behind PeriRx’s back and then filing and attempting to prosecute 

the Provisional Second Diabetes Patent; 

d. Breaching the UCLA Agreement and the PeriRx Agreements by utterly failing 

to obtain the proper assignments of rights from Dr. Joshipura and UPR, 

including but not limited to admittedly failing to include Dr. Joshipura as a co-

inventor on both the Diabetes Patent and Provisional Second Diabetes Patent; 

and 

e. By forcing PeriRx to remain contractually obligated, via the First 

Amendment, to prosecute lung cancer as a Second Indication, specifically 

adding as a new definition, in Section (1)(g) of the First Amendment, that the 

““Second Designated Indication” shall mean lung cancer,” despite the fact 

that, as of the time of execution of the First Amendment, UCLA, RNA and 

Wong knew that the lung cancer data was, in essence, fictitious and of 

absolutely no value to PeriRx. 

305. Further, despite the fact that PeriRx had its agreement with RNA, in late 2018,  

UCLA, through Ragan Robertson and Emily Loughran, advised PeriRx that UCLA was 

dissolving RNA. 

306. At that time, UCLA advised PeriRx that UCLA wished to enter into a license  
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agreement directly with PeriRx, and praised PeriRx, both verbally and in writing, for its 

ingenuity, aptitude, and for the excellent job PeriRx had done in the performance of its 

obligations under the relevant license agreement. 

307. At no time did RNA, UCLA or Wong ever state that PeriRx was in default of its  

obligations under any of the relevant agreements, nor did PeriRx ever receive a cure request from 

RNA, UCLA or Wong pursuant to any of the agreements. 

308. In late 2018, UCLA presented PeriRx with a new license agreement directly  

between UCLA and PeriRx.  UCLA represented to PeriRx that not only would PeriRx retain the 

same rights that it had in its agreements with RNA, but that UCLA was actually expanding 

PeriRx’s rights. 

309. In fact, pursuant to the UCLA Agreement, as set forth above, UCLA was  

required to do so.  Section 3.5 of the UCLA Agreement states as follows: 

If this Agreement is terminated for any reason, then upon the request of each 
Sublicensee, The Regents agree to enter into a license agreement with such 
Sublicensee(s) (each, a “New License Agreement”), the terms of which license 
agreement shall be substantially similar to the terms of the Sublicense granted by 
Licensee to such Sublicensee, including but not limited to sublicense scope, 
sublicense territory, and duration of sublicense grant….” (emphasis supplied). 
 

310. In reality what UCLA was offering to PeriRx was, in essence, worthless. 

311.  First and foremost, as detailed above, UCLA and others previously  

violated PeriRx rights to the Point-of-Care technology, namely the two core patents licensed to 

PeriRx relating to POC technology -- (i) High specificity and high sensitivity detection based on 

steric hindrance and enzyme-related signal amplification; and (ii) probe immobilization and 

signal amplification for polymer-based biosensor. Therefore, PeriRx asked that language 

addressing the overlapping patents and to prevent ongoing infringement be included in its 
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agreement with UCLA. Notwithstanding, the agreement presented to PeriRx by UCLA was 

entirely silent on these issues.  

312. Instead, the agreement presented to PeriRx by UCLA specifically removed any  

such representations by UCLA.  While the RNA-PeriRx agreements set forth certain warranties 

by RNA that RNA was, in essence, not aware of any claims for third parties that could call into 

question the rights of RNA, and now UCLA, to grant PeriRx the rights licensed under the 

relevant agreement, UCLA specifically deleted this key language in its proposed agreement to 

PeriRx.  This action speaks volumes. 

313. UCLA was well-aware that it was, and is, these two core patents that were,  

by far, the most valuable rights held by PeriRx pursuant to its licenses with RNA, and UCLA 

sought to retain these rights for its own gain. 

314. This is not surprising given, as set forth in detail above, the relationship already  

established between UCLA and EZ Life Bio, including but not limited to the fact that UCLA at 

that time had already obtained a Five Million Dollar ($5MM) small business grant from the 

National Cancer Institute in order to develop certain POC Technology with EZ Life Bio that had 

already been licensed to PeriRx. 

315. Second, the proposed agreement very narrowly defined the “Field of Use.”   

The extensive language that had been contained in prior agreements with RNAmeTRIX related 

to using the licensed technology in the licensed fields was not included, despite multiple 

representations from UCLA, including Ragan Robertson, that that the agreement being offered 
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by UCLA was comparable, and even  contained more extensive rights than, the agreements that 

PeriRx had with RNA.13 

316. Third, the agreement presented to PeriRx by UCLA sought guaranteed  

royalties for UCLA with respect to two technologies, as discussed in detail above, UCLA knew, 

or at a minimum should have known, that there were serious questions with respect to whether 

UCLA even owned the technology, and which UCLA knew, because of the acts discussed above, 

were essentially of no value.  While the royalties seemingly did not kick in until the first 

commercial sale, no such sales would have been able to be made unless PeriRx somehow made 

additional discoveries with respect to the licensed technology. Moreover, no such guaranteed 

royalties had been in any of the RNA-PeriRx agreements. 

317. UCLA first sought these guaranteed royalties with respect to lung cancer,  

which, by this time, UCLA not only knew it likely did not actually own, based upon UCLA’s 

failures to obtain assignment of rights from the patent co-inventors, but which UCLA knew had 

likely been fabricated given Dr. Zhang’s disclaimer of ever having worked on the lung cancer 

salivary biomarker technology, and which UCLA knew that Wong himself had disclaimed ever 

performing work on.  This is the essence of bad faith. 

318. UCLA also sought these guaranteed royalties with respect to diabetes and  

insulin resistance, which UCLA not only knew it likely did not actually own, based upon 

UCLA’s failures to obtain assignment of rights from the University of Puerto Rico and Dr. 

Joshipura, but which UCLA knew that a whole class of biomarkers for insulin resistance had 

been rendered unpatentable.  This is the essence of bad faith. 

 
13 In reality, the agreement offered to PeriRx by UCLA gutted many of PeriRx’s rights.  The agreement 
offered by UCLA was less than twenty-five (25) pages, while the RNA-PeriRx Amended Agreement was 
nearly fifty (50) pages. 
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319. When PeriRx refused to sign such an agreement, in March 2019, UCLA  

purported to terminate all of PeriRx’s agreements, citing the fact that PeriRx refused to sign the 

agreement that had been offered by UCLA.  This is the essence of bad faith. 

320. Incredibly, in April 2019, Ragan Robertson of UCLA wrote to PeriRx and stated  

“Please note The Regents are under no contractual obligations with respect to the Wong Portfolio 

to any commercial entity at this time.  While we acknowledge that PeriRx was a sublicensee 

under RNAmeTRIX’s license agreement with The Regents, such license agreement was 

terminated (effective March 15, 2019).”  Once again, this is the essence of bad faith, as UCLA 

knew it was obligated, under Section 3.5 of the UCLA Agreement, to offer a substantially similar 

sublicensee to PeriRx. 

321. UCLA breached the UCLA Agreement by causing the termination of the  

PeriRx-RNA Agreements and by failing to provide PeriRx with a substantially similar sublicense 

agreement in express contravention of its obligations under the UCLA Agreement.  

322. As such, as a direct and proximate result of UCLA’s numerous breaches of  

contract, PeriRx has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial but believed to be no less 

than $250,000,000.  PeriRx was deprived of the benefit of its bargains, lost monies invested as 

the UCLA Agreement and the PeriRx-RNA Agreements were completed frustrated by the acts of 

UCLA, and the value of the UCLA Agreement and PeriRx-RNA Agreements were completely 

sabotaged and destroyed by UCLA by, among other things, destroying PeriRx’s ability to 

commercialize the Licensed Technologies and Licensed Patents and rendering the relevant 

agreements completely valueless to PeriRx. 
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THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Breach of Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing 

Against UCLA) 
 

323. PeriRx re-alleges and incorporates by reference herein each and every  

allegation of paragraphs 1-322 above as if fully set forth herein. 

324. The PeriRx-RNA Agreements all contain an implied covenant of good  

faith and fair dealing providing that no party will do anything that would deprive another party 

the benefits of the contract.  This implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing protects the 

reasonable expectations of the contracting parties based on their mutual promises. 

325. PeriRx fully performed covenants, conditions and obligations pursuant to  

the PeriRx-RNA Agreements, despite the UCLA Defendants continued attempts to frustrate 

PeriRx’s performance under the agreements. 

326. As set forth in great detail in Paragraphs 16 through 188 and 230 through 280 

above, UCLA breached the UCLA Agreement and, by extension, the PeriRx-RNA 

Agreements by: 

a. Breaching the exclusivity provisions of the agreements with respect to the 

POC technology and POC Patents by entering into an Exclusive License 

Agreement with Aruras wherein UCLA granted an exclusive license to Aruras 

for EFIRM and the EFIRM Patent despite the fact that crucial steps in the 

EFIRM method are methods for which PeriRx already held an exclusive 

license; 

b. Breaching the exclusivity provisions of the agreements with respect to the 

POC technology and POC Patents by facilitating breaches of the UCLA 

Agreement and PeriRx-RNA Agreements by, among other things, obtaining a 
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Five Million Dollar ($5 MM) small business grant from the National Cancer 

Institute and working directly with EZ Life Bio (and now, as recently 

discovered by PeriRx, Liquid Diagnostics LLC) to develop EFIRM and the 

EFIRM Patent despite the fact that crucial steps in the EFIRM method are 

methods for which PeriRx already held an exclusive license; 

c. Breaching the exclusivity provisions of the agreements with respect to insulin 

resistance and diabetes by, among other things, refusing to recognize PeriRx’s 

rights with respect to insulin resistance and facilitating Wong and RNA to 

compete directly with PeriRx in the field of insulin resistance by, among other 

things, obtaining a NIH grant to perform a 495 patient clinical trial for insulin 

resistance behind PeriRx’s back and then filing and attempting to prosecute 

the Provisional Second Diabetes Patent; 

d. Breaching the UCLA Agreement and the PeriRx-RNA Agreements by utterly 

failing to obtain the proper assignments of rights from Dr. Joshipura and UPR, 

including but not limited to admittedly failing to include Dr. Joshipura as a co-

inventor on both the Diabetes Patent and Provisional Second Diabetes Patent; 

e. By forcing PeriRx to remain contractually obligated, via the First 

Amendment, to prosecute lung cancer as a Second Indication, specifically 

adding as a new definition, in Section (1)(g) of the First Amendment, that the 

““Second Designated Indication” shall mean lung cancer,” despite the fact 

that, as of the time of execution of the First Amendment, UCLA, RNA and 

Wong knew that the lung cancer data was, in essence, fictitious and of 

absolutely no value to PeriRx; and  
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f. As set forth in greater detail in Paragraphs 305 to 320 above, intentionally 

breaching Section 3.5 of the UCLA Agreement by utterly failing to offer 

PeriRx a new sublicense agreement “the terms of which license agreement 

shall be substantially similar to the terms of the Sublicense granted by 

Licensee [RNA] to Sublicensee [PeriRx]….” 

327. As such, as a direct and proximate result of UCLA’s numerous breaches of  

contract, PeriRx has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial but believed to be no less 

than $250,000,000.  PeriRx was deprived of the benefit of its bargains, lost monies invested as 

the UCLA Agreement and the PeriRx-RNA Agreements were completed frustrated by the acts of 

UCLA, and the value of the UCLA Agreement and PeriRx-RNA Agreements were completely 

sabotaged and destroyed by UCLA by, among other things, destroying PeriRx’s ability to 

commercialize the Licensed Technologies and Licensed Patents and rendering the relevant 

agreements completely valueless to PeriRx. 

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Breach of Contract Against RNAmeTRIX) 

 
328. PeriRx re-alleges and incorporates by reference herein each and every  

allegation of paragraphs 1-327 above as if fully set forth herein. 

329. PeriRx and RNA entered into a series of agreements, including the  

Original Agreement, Amended Agreement and First Amendment (the “PeriRx-RNA 

Agreements”). 

330. PeriRx and RNA entered into the Peri-Rx-RNA Agreements with the full  

knowledge and consent of UCLA. 
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331. As set forth in great detail in Paragraphs 16 through 188 and 230 through 280 

above, RNA breached the UCLA Agreement and, by extension, the PeriRx-RNA 

Agreements by: 

a. Breaching the exclusivity provisions of the agreements with respect to the 

POC technology and POC Patents by facilitating breaches of the UCLA 

Agreement and PeriRx-RNA Agreements by, among other things, obtaining a 

Five Million Dollar ($5 MM) small business grant from the National Cancer 

Institute and working directly with EZ Life Bio (and now, as recently 

discovered by PeriRx, Liquid Diagnostics LLC) to develop EFIRM and the 

EFIRM Patent despite the fact that crucial steps in the EFIRM method are 

methods for which PeriRx already held an exclusive license; 

b. Breaching the exclusivity provisions of the agreements with respect to insulin 

resistance and diabetes by, among other things, refusing to recognize PeriRx’s 

rights with respect to insulin resistance and competing directly with PeriRx in 

the field of insulin resistance by, among other things, obtaining a NIH grant to 

perform a 495 patient clinical trial for insulin resistance behind PeriRx’s back 

and then filing and attempting to prosecute the Provisional Second Diabetes 

Patent; 

c. Breaching the UCLA Agreement and the PeriRx-RNA Agreements by utterly 

failing to obtain the proper assignments of rights from Dr. Joshipura and UPR, 

including but not limited to admittedly failing to include Dr. Joshipura as a co-

inventor on both the Diabetes Patent and Provisional Second Diabetes Patent; 

and 
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d. By forcing PeriRx to remain contractually obligated, via the First 

Amendment, to prosecute lung cancer as a Second Indication, specifically 

adding as a new definition, in Section (1)(g) of the First Amendment, that the 

““Second Designated Indication” shall mean lung cancer,” despite the fact 

that, as of the time of execution of the First Amendment, UCLA, RNA and 

Wong knew that the lung cancer data was, in essence, fictitious and of 

absolutely no value to PeriRx. 

332. In light of the foregoing, it is clear that the Defendants, especially UCLA and  

RNA, have engaged in numerous breaches of contract, sought to intentionally defraud PeriRx, 

engaged in multiple acts as well as failures to act, and at all times sought to frustrate PeriRx’s 

ability to develop and commercialize technologies related to the diagnosis of disease indicators 

through saliva as well as the associated POC Technology.   

333. RNA licensed technology that it knew, or at a minimum should have known,  

that it didn’t actually have the right to license; allowed Ez Life Bio and Wong and Liquid 

Diagnostics LLC to exploit technology with regards to POC Technology that RNA knew PeriRx 

held an exclusive right for in the United States and Europe; and played an affirmative role in the 

infringement of patented technology that RNA knew was licensed to PeriRx.  

334. Not only Wong and RNA mislead PeriRx regarding the level of  

development of the oral cancer technology and falsified research with respect to the lung cancer 

technology, they also applied for patents behind PeriRx’s back with respect to diabetes and 

insulin resistance that directly competed with patents licensed to PeriRx by RNA, stole POC 

Technology that they knew was licensed to PeriRx, took it to China, and then returned only to 

then develop the same technology that was licensed to PeriRx with EZ Life Bio and now 
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apparently Liquid Diagnostics LLC, withheld information upon which PeriRx relied to perform 

its obligations, and intentionally and knowingly misrepresented to several companies that PeriRx 

did not own rights that PeriRx did in fact own. 

335. These actions harmed PeriRx and deprived PeriRx and its shareholders of  

the opportunity to commercialize technology which PeriRx rightfully licensed and in which 

PeriRx invested tens of millions of dollars.  PeriRx has been immeasurably damaged by the 

RNA, who at all times worked to sabotage the entire purpose of the relevant agreements for their 

own self-interest, in violation of the canons of ethics for integrity in academia, and to the 

detriment of millions of patients who very likely would have benefitted from academically 

honest business dealings. 

336. As such, as a direct and proximate result of RNA’s numerous breaches of  

contract, PeriRx has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial but believed to be no less 

than $250,000,000.  PeriRx was deprived of the benefit of its bargains, lost monies invested as 

the UCLA Agreement and the PeriRx-RNA Agreements were completed frustrated by the acts of 

RNA, and the value of the UCLA Agreement and PeriRx-RNA Agreements were completely 

sabotaged and destroyed by RNA by, among other things, destroying PeriRx’s ability to 

commercialize the Licensed Technologies and Licensed Patents and rendering the relevant 

agreements completely valueless to PeriRx. 

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Breach of the Implied Covenant of Good Faith And Fair Dealing  

Against RNAmeTRIX) 
 

337. PeriRx re-alleges and incorporates by reference herein each and every  

allegation of paragraphs 1-336 above as if fully set forth herein. 

338. The PeriRx-RNA Agreements all contain an implied covenant of good  
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faith and fair dealing providing that no party will do anything that would deprive another party of 

the benefits of the contract.  This implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing protects the 

reasonable expectations of the contracting parties based on their mutual promises. 

339. As set forth in great detail in Paragraphs 16 through 188 and 230 through 280 

above , RNA breached the UCLA Agreement and, by extension, the PeriRx-RNA 

Agreements by: 

a. Breaching the exclusivity provisions of the agreements with respect to the 

POC technology and POC Patents by facilitating breaches of the UCLA 

Agreement and PeriRx-RNA Agreements by, among other things, obtaining a 

Five Million Dollar ($5 MM) small business grant from the National Cancer 

Institute and working directly with EZ Life Bio (and now, as recently 

discovered by PeriRx, Liquid Diagnostics LLC) to develop EFIRM and the 

EFIRM Patent despite the fact that crucial steps in the EFIRM method are 

methods for which PeriRx already held an exclusive license; 

b. Breaching the exclusivity provisions of the agreements with respect to insulin 

resistance and diabetes by, among other things, refusing to recognize PeriRx’s 

rights with respect to insulin resistance and competing directly with PeriRx in 

the field of insulin resistance by, among other things, obtaining a NIH grant to 

perform a 495 patient clinical trial for insulin resistance behind PeriRx’s back 

and then filing and attempting to prosecute the Provisional Second Diabetes 

Patent; 

c. Breaching the UCLA Agreement and the PeriRx-RNA Agreements by utterly 

failing to obtain the proper assignments of rights from Dr. Joshipura and UPR, 
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including but not limited to admittedly failing to include Dr. Joshipura as a co-

inventor on both the Diabetes Patent and Provisional Second Diabetes Patent; 

and 

d. By forcing PeriRx to remain contractually obligated, via the First 

Amendment, to prosecute lung cancer as a Second Indication, specifically 

adding as a new definition, in Section (1)(g) of the First Amendment, that the 

““Second Designated Indication” shall mean lung cancer,” despite the fact 

that, as of the time of execution of the First Amendment, UCLA, RNA and 

Wong knew that the lung cancer data was, in essence, fictitious and of 

absolutely no value to PeriRx. 

340. In light of the foregoing, it is clear that the Defendants, especially UCLA and  

RNA, have engaged in numerous breaches of contract, sought to intentionally defraud PeriRx, 

engaged in multiple acts as well as failures to act, and at all times sought to frustrate PeriRx’s 

ability to develop and commercialize technologies related to the diagnosis of disease indicators 

through saliva as well as the associated POC Technology.   

341. RNA licensed technology that it knew, or at a minimum should have known,  

that it didn’t actually have the right to license; allowed EZ Life Bio and Wong and Liquid 

Diagnostics LLC to exploit technology with regards to POC Technology that RNA knew PeriRx 

held an exclusive right for in the United States and Europe; and played an affirmative role in the 

infringement of patented technology that RNA knew was licensed to PeriRx.  

342. Not only Wong and RNA mislead PeriRx regarding the level of  

development of the oral cancer technology and falsified research with respect to the lung cancer 

technology, they also applied for patents behind PeriRx’s back with respect to diabetes and 
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insulin resistance that directly competed with patents licensed to PeriRx by RNA, stole POC 

Technology that they knew was licensed to PeriRx, took it to China, and then returned only to 

then develop the same technology that was licensed to PeriRx with EZ Life Bio and now 

apparently Liquid Diagnostics LLC, withheld information upon which PeriRx relied to perform 

its obligations, and intentionally and knowingly misrepresented to several companies that PeriRx 

did not own rights that PeriRx did in fact own. 

343. These actions harmed PeriRx and deprived PeriRx and its shareholders of  

the opportunity to commercialize technology which PeriRx rightfully licensed and in which 

PeriRx invested tens of millions of dollars.  PeriRx has been immeasurably damaged by the 

RNA, who at all times worked to sabotage the entire purpose of the relevant agreements for their 

own self-interest, in violation of the canons of ethics for integrity in academia, and to the 

detriment of millions of patients who very likely would have benefitted from academically 

honest business dealings. 

344. As such, as a direct and proximate result of RNA’s numerous breaches of  

contract, PeriRx has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial but believed to be no less 

than $250,000,000.  PeriRx was deprived of the benefit of its bargains, lost monies invested as 

the UCLA Agreement and the PeriRx-RNA Agreements were completed frustrated by the acts of 

RNA, and the value of the UCLA Agreement and PeriRx-RNA Agreements were completely 

sabotaged and destroyed by RNA by, among other things, destroying PeriRx’s ability to 

commercialize the Licensed Technologies and Licensed Patents and rendering the relevant 

agreements completely valueless to PeriRx. 
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JURY DEMAND 

345.  PeriRx hereby demands a trial by jury on all issues so triable.  

PRAYER 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff PeriRx prays for judgment against Defendants as follows: 

1. For compensatory damages as to the First, Second, Third, Fourth, and Fifth Causes of 

Action in an amount in excess of the minimum jurisdictional limits of the court but 

believed to be no less than $250,000,000 and according to proof to be offered at trial; 

2. For pre-judgment interest on any judgment rendered herein; 

3. For an award of reasonable attorney's fees and costs incurred; and, 

4. For any and all such further other relief as the Court deems just, proper and equitable. 

DATED this 15th day of January, 2021. 

       Respectfully Submitted, 

        /s/ Linda S. Agnew   
       Kevin J. Kelly (33813PA) 
       Linda S. Agnew (pro hac vice) 
       Tara D. McDevitt (pro hac vice) 
       HARRAS BLOOM & ARCHER LLP 
       445 Broad Hollow Road, Suite 127 
       Melville, New York 11747 
       Tel: (631) 393-6220 
       Fax: (631) 393-6222 
       kkelly@hba-law.com 
       lagnew@hba-law.com 
       tmcdevitt@hba-law.com 
 
 
       Attorneys for PeriRx, Inc. f/k/a PeriRx, LLC 
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